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Abstract 
The global demand for renewable energy is forecast to grow rapidly over the next 25 years [1].  

A class of variable capacitor power generators called Dielectric Elastomer Generators (DEG), 

show considerable promise for harvesting from previously unviable sources.  This is because 

they can be directly coupled to large broadband motions without gearing, while maintaining a 

high energy density, and they have few moving parts, and are highly flexible.  

 

At the system level DEG cannot currently realize their full potential for flexibility, simplicity and 

low mass because they require rigid and bulky external circuitry and often need a secondary high 

voltage energy source; there is a lack of modelling tools for system level optimization; and there 

is a lack of experimental data from explicitly described DEG systems.  The objectives of this 

thesis are to provide solutions to these issues. 

 
First, system level DEG models with the dynamic electrical systems were developed and 

experimentally validated.  Then the generalized Self-Priming Circuit (SPC) was introduced, an 

external circuit that enables DEG to operate in a wide range of conditions without a secondary 

high voltage energy source.  These systems do not require an external high voltage energy source 

because they have the ability to boost their voltage from consumer battery levels up to kilovolt 

levels by accumulation of generated energy.  Generalized SPC were then optimized for voltage 

boosting and energy production using the system level models.  Finally, integrated self-priming 

systems were introduced.  The SPC in these systems was integrated onto the DEG membrane 

using a flexible electronics technology called Dielectric Elastomer Switches (DES), so that no 

rigid and bulky external electronics were required.  Highly explicit experimental analysis of each 

system was carried out. 

 
These contributions resulted in the publication of three journal articles, two provisional patents, 

and three conference articles.  This work presents the opportunity to produce DEG systems with 

greater autonomy, softness, simplicity, energy density, and lower cost than previously.  With 

further developments of DES, more complex systems with these benefits will be possible. 
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1  
Introduction 

1.1. Background and motivation 

The demand for renewable energy is forecast to grow.  The 2010 International Energy outlook 

forecasts world electricity generation to increase by 87% between 2010 and 2035, from 18.8 to 

35.2 trillion kilowatt hours.  Due to its environmental and energy security advantages, renewable 

electricity generation is predicted to grow by 3% annually from 3,462 billion kilowatt-hours in 

2007 to 7,972 billion kilowatt-hours in 2035 and is forecast to be the fastest growing source [1]. 

 
Sources of renewable energy include hydroelectric, geothermal, biofuels, solar, wind, waves, the 

vibration of structures, and biomechanical motions.  The energy production from the first three 

examples can be operator controlled and the supply of mechanical energy to the generator can 

also be tightly controlled, whereas the latter four examples are intermittent sources.  For 

instance, the capacity factori of a geothermal power plant can exceed 90% [2] whereas that of 

wind turbines is typically in the range of 25-30% [3-5].  This means that a generator harvesting 

energy from a source such as geothermal energy can be designed to operate at almost full 

capacity throughout its operation life, so the generator can be designed to optimally operate 

within a narrow band of conditions.  The high variability of the available wind energy is a major 

contributor to the low capacity factor of wind turbines.   

 
With the exception of solar, electromagnetic generators are the established technology for 

converting these renewable energy sources into electrical energy.  Electromagnetic generators 

are well suited for turbines that have a narrow operational frequency range, such as that in 

                                                 
i Capacity factor is the ratio of the average power output of a power plant over a given period of time to its rated 
maximum power output. 
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hydroelectric, geothermal, and biofuel power plants.  In fact, well designed electromagnetic 

generators can achieve efficiencies of 99% in ideal operating conditions [6].   

 

Electromagnetic generators do not maintain high efficiencies over a wide operating frequency 

range.  As demonstrated in Appendix A, their energy conversion mechanism is related to the rate 

of change of magnetic flux [7, 8].    Because of this, the mechanical energy harvested from wind, 

waves, vibrations of structures, and biomechanical motions is often converted to a higher speed 

form using gearing/transmissions.  This adds bulk, cost and complexity to the system [7, 9, 10].  

Furthermore, particularly for harvesting from waves, structural vibrations, and biomechanical 

motions, generators often contain additional mechanisms for converting rectilinear motions to 

drive rotary electromagnetic generators [8, 10-12].   

 

Electromagnetic generators can be used to harvest energy from biomechanical motions such as 

the bending of the knee during the human gait cycle, but additional mechanisms are required to 

condition the mechanical energy.  Donelan et al. developed a knee-brace generator for harvesting 

energy from this source.  Their system contained auxiliary components including a gear train, 

bearings, and a separate input shaft to convert the mechanical energy to a form suitable for their 

electromagnetic generator.  The mass of their system cost on average 59W of metabolic power to 

carry without harvesting energy, whereas an additional 5W of metabolic power was required to 

produce 4.8W of electrical power [10].  This highlights that their system could have achieved 

large efficiency gains if a higher energy density energy harvesting system was usedii.  The 

technology would also need to be scalable so that this high energy density is achievable at this 

relatively small scale.  

 

The restrictions discussed above limit the viability of harvesting biomechanical motions, wave, 

structural vibration, and to a lesser extent wind energy using electromagnetic technologies.  In 

this thesis we seek to demonstrate an alternative technology that can increase the harvestability 

of these energy sources.  To do this the technology requires the following attributes: 

 

                                                 
ii Energy density is the amount of energy produced in one stroke per gram of material (J/g).  In the case of the knee 
brace, one stroke refers to one step. 
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1. Can operate efficiently over a wide frequency range. 

2. Is cheap to produce and maintain. 

3. Has a high energy density. 

4. Can be coupled directly to large rectilinear motions. 

5. Has good mechanical impedance matching to these sources. 

 

Traditional technologies include electromagnetic, piezoelectric, and variable capacitor 

generators.   Roundy et al. and Sarma used the theoretical generator energy densities to compare 

these transducer technologies [12, 13].  They did this by calculating the maximum energy that 

each device could store in a cubic centimetre of their magnetic or electric field, or in the case of 

piezoelectrics the amount of energy they can generate by deforming them to their yield stress.  A 

comparison of these energy densities is given in Table 1-1. 

 

Although piezoelectric ceramics such as PZN-PT and PZT demonstrate high energy densities 

they are not suitable for direct coupling to large rectilinear motions as they are typically brittle.  

PVDF is a piezoelectric polymer that can typically be elastically deformed to strains of 10% 

[14].  However, as highlighted in Table 1-1, the performance of PVDF is not competitive with 

ceramic piezoelectrics [12, 15, 16], so efforts to harvest from low frequency sources such as 

biomechanical motions have recently focused on embedding PZT fibres into a softer polymer 

matrix [17] forming composite systems that can undergo strains in excess of 10% [18].  However 

these composites do not currently meet our second criteria of being cheap to produce, for 

example the generator presented by Chen et al. required extensive nanoprocessing and high value 

materials such as  PZT nanofibres and platinum [18].  Work needs to be done to develop cheaper 

materials and manufacturing processes for soft piezoelectric composites to become cost 

effective. 

 

The maximum energy density of an electromagnetic generator is limited by the amount of energy 

it can store in its magnetic field.  The equation for calculating the energy density of a magnetic 
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field is 0
2 2µBu = where B and µ0 are the magnetic field strength and magnetic permeability, 

respectively.  Roundy et al. stated that a field of 1 Tesla could be used as a realistic field strength 

[12].  Table 1-1 demonstrates that electromagnetic generators have a high theoretical energy 

density of 397mJ/cm3, but as discussed earlier in this chapter their frequency dependence renders 

them unsuitable for harvesting from intermittent, broadband sources. 

 

Variable capacitors store their energy in an electric field.  The equation for calculating the energy 

density (u) of a capacitor is 22
0 Eu rεε=  where ε0, εr, and E are the permittivity of free space, 

the dielectric constant of the dielectric material and the electric field strength, respectively.  It is 

assumed that the traditional variable capacitor has an air gap for its dielectric, so the dielectric 

constant is 1, and the maximum energy density is limited by the breakdown strength of air which 

can reach 100MV/m if the electrode separation and air pressure are carefully considered [12].   

 

Table 1-1 highlights that traditional variable capacitance generators cannot achieve competitive 

energy densities.  Also, according to Paschen’s curve the breakdown strength of air is dependent 

on the electrode separation, for instance the breakdown strength can be increased by using very 

small electrode separations [19], because of this, traditional electrostatic generators have 

received most of their attention from the MEMS community [8].  O’Donnell et al. argued that 

large scale variable capacitance power generators could be competitive for offshore wind farms 

at a system level where HVDC (~150kV) power is desirable for efficient transmission.  This is 

because variable capacitance generators can be designed to produce power in this form directly, 

whereas electromagnetic systems require auxiliary transformers and rectifiers [20]. 

 

Dielectric elastomer generators (DEG) are a class of variable capacitance generator that are 

distinguished from their traditional counterparts by their flexible electrodes and polymer 

dielectric which, as discussed in more detail in chapter 2, contribute to superior energy densities.  

The DEG energy density was modelled on the material VHB4905 (3M), an acrylic-based 

elastomer which is commonly used for prototyping dielectric elastomer devices. VHB4905 has 

demonstrated a breakdown strength of 150MV/m when prestretched to 16 times its initial area 

[21] and a dielectric constant of 4 [22]. 
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Table 1-1:  Theoretical energy densities of traditional variable capacitor, dielectric 

elastomer, and electromagnetic generators.  Adapted from Roundy et al. [12]. 

Technology Governing Equation Conditions Energy Density 

Traditional variable 
capacitor 2

2
0E

u
ε=  mpF

mMVE

/854.8

/100

0 =
=

ε
 3/44 cmmJ  

Dielectric elastomer 
2

2
0 E

u rεε=  
4

/854.8

/150

0

=
=
=

r

mpF

mMVE

ε
ε  3/398 cmmJ  

Electromagnetic 
0

2

2µ
B

u =  
mH

TB

/26.1

1

0 µµ =
=

 3/397 cmmJ  

Piezoelectric  
(PZN-PT) 

r

yielddu
εε

σ

0

22

2
=

 
4500

/854.8

/2

83

0

=
=

=

=

r

yield

mpF

Vnmd

MPa

ε
ε

σ

 
3/346 cmmJ  

Piezoelectric  
(PVDF) 

r

yielddu
εε

σ

0

22

2
=

 
12

/854.8

/30

52

0

=
=

=

=

r

yield

mpF

Vpmd

MPa

ε
ε

σ

 
3/5.11 cmmJ  

 

Table 1-1 demonstrates that our theoretical energy density predictions for PZN-PT piezoelectric, 

electromagnetic, and VHB4905 DEG generators are surprisingly similar, and are an order of 

magnitude greater than that of traditional variable capacitor generators.  It should be noted that 

this estimate of the energy density of VHB4905 DEG is rather conservative, as other references 

report much higher breakdown strengths for VHB4905 under an area prestretch of 16 [23-25] 

and a dielectric constant of 4 is also conservative [21, 26, 27].  Also, Pelrine et al. reported an 

energy density of 400mJ/g experimentally with an acrylic DEG [28], but the operating conditions 

were not stated.  Prahlad et al. stated that a literature review did not reveal any other energy 

harvesting device that has demonstrated a higher energy density [29]. 
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Furthermore, dielectric elastomers can undergo strains in excess of 500% [30], have the ability to 

work over a wide frequency range without sacrificing efficiency [7], and can be produced from a 

wide range of low cost materials [30, 31].  In fact, Chiba et al. predict that DEG could be used to 

harvest ocean wave energy at a similar cost per kilowatt to fossil fuel fired thermal power plants 

[32] and Waki et al. estimated the installation costs per kilowatt to be three orders of magnitude 

less than current wave, wind, and solar energy harvesting technologies [33].   Because of this 

DEG have been identified as demonstrating the five required attributes for increasing the 

feasibility of harvesting energy from a greater range of environmental sources.   

 

Mechanical energy can be converted to electrical energy by cyclically deforming a DEG and 

placing charges on its flexible electrodes in the deformed state.  Relaxation of the charged, 

deformed DEG forces the opposite charges apart and packs like charges closer together 

converting the mechanical energy into electrical energy.  If the amount of charge on the DEG is 

held constant during relaxation, this increase in electrical energy comes in the form of an 

increased voltage across the DEG. The energy flows during an ideal DEG cycle are highlighted 

by the red arrows in Figure 1-1.  The ideal system receives 1 unit each of mechanical and 

electrical energy and converts the unit of mechanical energy into electrical, so that it outputs two 

units of electrical energy. 
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Figure 1-1:  Schematic of an ideal DEG energy cycle.  From top moving clockwise, 

mechanical energy is input to the system deforming the DEG; an electrical energy input 

then charges the stretched DEG; the mechanical energy is then transferred to the charges 

by separating opposite and compressing like charges together.  The electrical energy is then 

extracted and the cycle repeats. 

 

Although others have demonstrated the potential for DEG to harvest energy from human 

movements [31, 34], ocean waves [29, 31, 33, 35], wind [29], and micro-hydro [36] there is a 

gulf between their theoretical and realised performance. Firstly DEG can undergo large 

inhomogeneous deformations and electric fields during operation, meaning it can be difficult to 

experimentally determine optimal designs.  Also, the circuit that is used for harnessing DEG 

energy influences the DEG output by controlling the charge on the DEG, highlighting the need 

for a system level model as a design tool.  Modelling efforts to date have limited use as design 

tools because they mainly focus on analysing the energy output of geometrically simple DEG 

operating in simplified electrical systems [31, 37-42].  Secondly, as highlighted in Figure 1-1, the 

DEG energy cycle requires an input of electrical energy.  This has previously been addressed by 

tethering the DEG to a high voltage source such as a capacitor bank, battery, or mains connected 

power supply [31, 40, 41, 43-47].  Because of system losses the capacitor bank or battery needs 

periodic recharging, so these DEG are not autonomous, they simply boost the energy output of 

the power source that they are tethered to.  Pelrine et al. and Kornbluh et al. presented a system 

that replenishes system losses using a portion of the generated energy, but this action is only 
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performed when the DEG undergoes large stretches [48, 49].  Finally, the system level energy 

density, flexibility, portability, and simplicity of previous DEG are compromised by their 

relatively rigid, bulky, and heavy auxiliary electronics including the external energy supply and 

charge control circuitry.  

 

It was highlighted that DEG show great potential to enable energy harvesting from previously 

unviable sources.  This thesis seeks to realize this potential through the development of 

autonomous, low bulk, low cost, systems that can be produced from highly flexible materials.  

Modelling tools will also be developed along with experimental studies to promote an 

understanding of the practical challenges of DEG device design. 

 

1.2. Research objectives 

The main goal of this work is to demonstrate an alternative power generator technology for 

harvesting energy from environmental sources that electromagnetic generators cannot efficiently 

scavenge from through direct coupling.  This will open the possibility to harvest from previously 

unviable sources.  To do this we aim to advance DEG technology so that it is able to fulfil its 

potential for flexibility, low cost, low mass, portability, and simplicity.  We also seek to 

contribute to the greater understanding of DEG technology through experimental analysis and 

the development of design tools.  The scope of this work is to produce a highly simplified, low 

mass and portable system that can autonomously operate while demonstrating this potential.  No 

effort will be made to regulate the output power, produce end user devices or develop new DEG 

materials.  We aim to demonstrate this potential by meeting the following objectives: 
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1. Produce DEG modelling tools to assist rapid prototyping, optimize DEG systems for 

environmental energy scavenging, and gain a better understanding of DEG systems. 

2. Produce an autonomous DEG system that can operate in a wide range of operating 

conditions without being tethered to the grid or require periodic battery replacement. 

3. Produce a low cost DEG system with low mass, high flexibility and simplicity  by 

eliminating external auxiliary electronics. 

4. Demonstrate the performance of our systems experimentally  to identify practical 

challenges and validate our model. 

 

1.3. Thesis outline and contributions 

This thesis presents important developments towards the realization of DEG as a genuine option 

for harvesting energy from the environment.  The current state of the technology is reviewed in 

Chapter 2 with an emphasis on modelling, and external auxiliary electronics and their influence 

on power production.  It was found that there is a lack of a design tool for the development of 

complex DEG geometries operating within arbitrary electrical systems.  Also the bulk of 

auxiliary electronics inhibit the scalability of DEG. 

 
General DEG modelling tools are described in Chapter 3.  Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is used 

to simulate the complex electromechanical behaviour of a DEG and this behaviour is integrated 

into an LT-Spice and Simulink circuit simulation.  These models were experimentally validated 

and as a case study the FEA model was used to design a diaphragm DEG for maximal energy 

production in a single stroke.   

 

In Chapter 4 the self-priming circuit, an auxiliary circuit that enables autonomous power 

generation is presented.  The diaphragm DEG designed in Chapter 3 is then used to 

experimentally demonstrate the self-priming circuit.  A general form of the self-priming circuit is 

also presented, which enables the design of self-priming circuits for a wider range of DEG 

designs.   
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The design tools presented in Chapter 3 are further developed in Chapter 5 to find an optimal 

form of the general self-priming circuit for a specific generator design.  Then the model is used 

to produce general self-priming circuit design rules. 

 

In the sixth chapter a self-priming DEG system is experimentally demonstrated with the 

auxiliary electronics reduced to six diodes.  Then a system is presented that does not require any 

electronics external to the DEG membrane, enabling the world’s first truly soft and flexible DEG 

system.  This thesis is concluded in Chapter 7 by summarizing the contributions of this thesis, 

their limitations, and future directions of this research.  

 

1.4. Chapter summary 

This chapter highlighted that the demand for renewable energy is forecast to grow and that the 

viability of sources such as wind, waves, biomechanical, and structural vibration are restricted by 

limitations of the predominant power generation technology, electromagnetic generators.  

Dielectric elastomers show great potential for harvesting from these sources because they are an 

inherently high energy density, low cost, highly flexible technology.  It was acknowledged that 

DEG require external electronics with reduced bulk, rigidity and cost, along with improved 

design tools before they can achieve their full potential.  The goal of this thesis is to address 

these issues which are described in greater depth in Chapter 2. 
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2  
Literature Review 

The origins of dielectric elastomers date back to 1880 when Röntgen observed deformation of an 

elastomer by spraying electrons onto its surface [50].  Although electron spraying can provide 

large actuation strains [51], it is not suitable for dielectric elastomer power generation because 

there are no conductive electrodes on the surface of the dielectric for rapidly transferring charge 

between the DEG and its priming circuit.  It wasn’t until 2001 when Pelrine et al. demonstrated 

the first DEG [31, 52, 53].  This was enabled by applying flexible electrodes to a dielectric 

elastomer permitting the transfer of charge between the DEG and priming circuit during the 

energy harvesting cycle [54-56].  As of November 10 2010, a search entry in Scopus including 

terms commonly used to describe DEGiii  returned 187 journal articles, conference articles, and 

books.  The interest in DEG has grown rapidly in recent years, of the 187 hits, 133 were 

published in 2007 or later.  This chapter discusses the current state of the art, identifying 

contributions that this thesis can provide. 

 

2.1. DEG device performance 

The growing interest in DEG can be partly credited to their large maximum theoretical energy 

density, which as discussed in Chapter 1 is highly competitive with alternative technologies.  The 

numerous reports of high measured DEG energy densities are even more compelling.    Chiba et 

al. demonstrated the production of up to 120mW from their DEG consisting of 1g of DEG 

membrane when deformed at 1Hz, a power density of 120mW/g  [32].  SRI created a wave 

energy harvester that consisted of two 150g DEG membranes, this system produced 12J of 

energy from one stroke in laboratory conditions, corresponding to an energy density of 80mJ/g.  

This system was also commissioned on a buoy in Tampa Bay, Florida where it produced an 

                                                 
iii  The following entry was used in the Scopus search ("dielectric elastomer" OR "electroactive polymer") AND 
(generator OR "energy harvester" OR "energy scavenger"). 
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average power of 250mW [36].  Pelrine et al. also recorded 280mJ of energy conversion from a 

single heal strike of a generator embedded in a shoe [31].  Although these studies demonstrate 

the great potential of DEG, the electrical systems of the devices were not described.  This 

illustrates that there is a void in the literature for peer reviewed and fully documented 

experimental DEG studies [57].  As discussed in sections 2 to 4 of this chapter, the optimal 

control of charge throughout a DEG energy cycle is dependent on the DEG design, materials, 

and operating conditions; and the electrical system determines how charge is controlled.  Thus, 

publications containing experimental analyses with detailed descriptions of device design and 

operating conditions are vital for the DEG community to enhance their understanding. 

 

2.2. Important DEG material characteristics 

The fundamental mechanisms of DEG energy production are mathematically described in 

Appendix A, demonstrating that DEG energy production can be maximized by using materials 

with a high dielectric constant, that can operate under large electric fields, and undergo large 

deformations.  For instance, the expression derived for the maximum DEG energy density (u) is 

given in equation 2-1 where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, εr is the relative permittivity of 

the dielectric material, and Eb is the breakdown strength of the dielectric material. 

 

 

 

2

2
0 br Eu
εε=  

2-1 

 

Other important properties include the viscoelasticity of the dielectric material [58-61] charge 

leakage through the dielectric elastomer [62, 63], and the resistance and stiffness of the 

electrodes [60, 63-65].  These additional factors were not captured because the model only 

analyses the ideal properties of dielectric elastomers.  These non-ideal properties will be 

discussed in the experimental sections of this thesis where their influences are demonstrated. 

 

DEG energy output is proportional to the dielectric constant of the dielectric elastomer.  To 

maximize this, efforts have focused on developing composites of an elastomer matrix that is 
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filled with a high dielectric constant powder [66-69].  Gallone et al. [68] demonstrated a silicone 

elastomer/lead magnesium niobate-lead titanate composite with a dielectric constant of 23.8 at 

100Hz, the elastomer had a dielectric constant of 7.32 with no filler at the same frequency.  It 

should be noted that the addition of these fillers led to an increased dielectric loss and reduction 

in breakdown strength which was detrimental to the performance of these materials as dielectric 

elastomers [69, 70].  Kofod et al. demonstrated a new approach that produced high dielectric 

constant dielectric elastomer actuators with enhanced performance.  Conducting polymers were 

chemically grafted into the polymer matrix backbone.  The chemical grafting prevents the 

agglomeration of conducting particles, and therefore the breakdown strength of these composites 

is not reduced below that of the host matrix [69]. 

 
DEG electrical energy output increases with the square of the operating voltage, so it is desirable 

to use high operating voltages.  The maximum voltage is dependent on the breakdown strength 

of the dielectric material.  The breakdown strength of a material is the maximum electric field 

that it can withstand before it begins to conduct.  The breakdown strength of elastomers can be 

significantly increased by applying a prestretch [21, 25, 27, 69].  This is one of the reasons why 

dielectric elastomer actuators are often pre-tensioned and adhered to a rigid frame.   

 

Additional to dielectric breakdown, other dielectric elastomer failure modes include 

electromechanical instability, material failure, and loss of tension.  Electromechanical instability 

occurs when the stiffness of the dielectric is not sufficient to balance the electrostatic induced 

stresses and the elastomer mechanically collapses.  Material failure occurs when the polymer 

chains exceed their straightened length, for VHB4905 this failure has been experimentally 

demonstrated at an area stretch of 36 [21].  Loss of tension occurs when the residual stress in the 

dielectric elastomer drops below zero and the thin membrane buckles, membrane wrinkling is 

often observed under this condition.  Plante and Dubowsky and Koh et al. produced good 

discussions of failure modes that define the performance limits of dielectric elastomers [71, 72].   
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2.3. DEG energy cycles 

The energy density of DEG is bounded by their mechanical failure envelope, which is defined by 

the various failure modes discussed in the previous section.  These failure mechanisms have been 

previously considered to estimate the maximum energy density of hypothetical DEG materials 

[42, 71, 73].   Koh et al. integrated the area within the DEG failure envelope on the voltage 

charge plane obtaining an energy density of 6.3J/g.  However they acknowledged that it is not 

realistic to control the cycle so that the entire boundary of the failure envelope is closely 

followed.  They identified a more realistic energy cycle where the energy density of their 

theoretical DEG was reduced to a maximum of approximately 2.7J/g [71].  This highlights that 

energy production is greatly influenced by how charge is controlled during the energy cycle. 

 

To determine the influence of charge control on energy production Iskandarani et al. and Brochu 

et al. described DEG cycles on an electrical-mechanical energy plane [37, 46].  Others analyzed 

energy cycles on the Maxwell stress-stretch plane [31, 40, 41, 44, 74, 75].  A description of the 

constant field, voltage, and charge cycles on the Maxwell stress-stretch plane based on that 

presented by Jean-Mistral et al. are given in Figure 2-1 [74].  The four steps highlighted in 

Figure 2-2 correspond to 1) stretching the DEG; 2) Priming the DEG to an initial charge; 3) 

Relaxing the DEG deformation; 4) draining excess electrical energy from the DEG.  These steps 

are also numbered on the charge cycle stress-stretch planes.  These energy cycles are bound by 

the material failure constraint (λmax), dielectric breakdown strength (Emax), and the equilibrium 

stress.  The equilibrium stress which was first demonstrated by Pelrine et al. [31] refers to the 

condition where the electrostatically induced Maxwell stress is equal to the mechanical pressure 

required for the DEG to retain its deformed state.  If the DEG is operating to the left of the 

equilibrium stress on the Maxwell stress-stretch plane, it is acting in an actuator mode, where the 

area stretch is governed by the Maxwell stress, by draining charge off the DEG it can be shifted 

to the right of this equilibrium, where the DEG operates in generator mode and the area stretch is 

controlled by its external mechanical stimulus. 
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Figure 2-1:  Schematics of the Constant field, constant voltage, and constant charge cycles 

on the Maxwell stress-Area stretch plane.  Adapted from Jean-Mistral et al. [74]. 

 

 

Figure 2-2:  Schematic of a simple DEG cycle. 

 

The areas within the energy cycles annotated with red arrows in Figure 2-1 determine the 

maximum energy that can be harvested.  In this example, the fixed field cycle can follow the 

perimeter of the failure criteria bounds whereas the constant voltage and constant charge cycles 

cannot.  The voltage is held constant during phase 3 of the constant voltage cycle, and because 

the thickness of the DEG increases the Maxwell pressure drops.  As discussed in Appendix A, 

the electric field increases as the DEG is relaxed during the fixed charge cycle.  Because of this, 

the DEG cannot be charged all the way to the breakdown limit during phase 2 of this cycle.   

 

The fixed field cycle was identified by Jean-Mistral et al. and Graf et al. as being capable of 

scavenging the most energy [41, 74].  This is because the fixed field cycle can follow the 

perimeter of the failure envelope, so its area is the largest of the three cycles.  However, as noted 
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by Pelrine et al. [31] and discussed above, the breakdown strength of polymers has been 

observed to increase with stretch and polymers are not linear elastic over large deformations, 

therefore the bounds of the cycles are not highly realistic.  Considering this, the other charge 

cycles or combinations thereof, should not be disregarded.  Although the plots in Figure 2-1 are 

oversimplified, they do provide a good means for comparing different DEG control strategies 

and provide a good qualitative demonstration of how the control can influence energy 

production. 

 

2.4. Energy harvesting electronics 

DEG are a relatively new technology, so the majority of their reported use has been in a lab 

environment, for characterizing materials or validating models.  The fixed charge cycle has been 

a popular control strategy because it is easy to implement and it provides voltage fluctuations 

throughout the DEG cycle which can be easily measured.  The simplest circuit for producing this 

cycle was first demonstrated by the traditional variable capacitor generator community [76].  

This circuit illustrated in Figure 2-3a has been used numerous times to describe DEG [31, 36, 45, 

77].  The DEG is primed to a bias voltage from a high voltage supply (Vs) through a diode.  The 

supply maintains the DEG voltage at Vs as it is stretched.  When its deformation is relaxed, the 

diode prevents charge flow between the high voltage supply and DEG.  Provided the load 

impedance is sufficiently high, charge remains essentially constant during the relaxation and the 

DEG voltage spikes above Vs.  A voltage waveform output from this system as measured by 

Pelrine et al. is illustrated in Figure 2-3b [31]. 

  



 

(a) 

 
Figure 2-3:  Simple fixed charge DEG circuit (a) and an example of an output voltage 

waveform measured from this system (b)

 

Although the system illustrated i

voltage supply maintains the DEG voltage at 

the relaxed to deformed state.  During the stretching phase, any charge on the DEG performs 

mechanical work, transducing electrical energy into mec

goal of the DEG is to convert mechanical energy into electrical, and not vice versa.  

 

The control of the DEG charge state can be increased by replacing the diodes with switches 

40, 71, 78, 79].  A schematic of this circuit which was borrowed from the micro 

electromechanical systems (MEMS) community is given in 

to Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2 the switch 

switches are held open during phase 3

the discharge of the DEG to its load during phase 4.  Brochu et al. used mechanical switches to 

eliminate the need for driver electronics to control the switch timing 

fully stretched, mechanical contacts closed 

when the DEG was in its relaxed state.
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(b)

:  Simple fixed charge DEG circuit (a) and an example of an output voltage 

waveform measured from this system (b).  Adapted from Pelrine et al. 

Although the system illustrated in Figure 2-3 is simple to implement it is not ide

voltage supply maintains the DEG voltage at Vs throughout the duration of the deformation from 

the relaxed to deformed state.  During the stretching phase, any charge on the DEG performs 

mechanical work, transducing electrical energy into mechanical which is undesirable when the 

goal of the DEG is to convert mechanical energy into electrical, and not vice versa.  

The control of the DEG charge state can be increased by replacing the diodes with switches 

.  A schematic of this circuit which was borrowed from the micro 

electromechanical systems (MEMS) community is given in Figure 2-4 [80, 81]

the switch S1 is closed during the charging phase (phase 2) and both 

switches are held open during phase 3, constraining the charge on the DEG.  

the discharge of the DEG to its load during phase 4.  Brochu et al. used mechanical switches to 

eliminate the need for driver electronics to control the switch timing [37]

mechanical contacts closed S1.  Another set of mechanical contacts closed 

when the DEG was in its relaxed state. 

 
(b) 

:  Simple fixed charge DEG circuit (a) and an example of an output voltage 

 [31]. 

is simple to implement it is not ideal.  The high 

throughout the duration of the deformation from 

the relaxed to deformed state.  During the stretching phase, any charge on the DEG performs 

hanical which is undesirable when the 

goal of the DEG is to convert mechanical energy into electrical, and not vice versa.   

The control of the DEG charge state can be increased by replacing the diodes with switches [37, 

.  A schematic of this circuit which was borrowed from the micro 

[80, 81].  With reference 

is closed during the charging phase (phase 2) and both 

e DEG.  S2 is used to control 

the discharge of the DEG to its load during phase 4.  Brochu et al. used mechanical switches to 

[37].  When the DEG was 

nother set of mechanical contacts closed S2 
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Figure 2-4:  A switching circuit used to produce a fixed charge cycle. 

 
A requirement of the systems illustrated in Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4, is that either the high 

voltage supply (Vs) must be tethered to the mains or its energy source must be recharged 

periodically.  This is because energy is transferred from the high voltage supply to the DEG 

every cycle.  If the energy supply is not replenished, the charge in the system will gradually drain 

and the DEG will no longer be provided with charges to perform work on.  Tashiro et al. 

proposed the circuit given in Figure 2-5 to address this for use in a traditional variable capacitor 

system [76].  Current follows the path of the blue arrows when the DEG is stretched and 

charged, and when the DEG is relaxed current flows along the path of the red arrows.  In an ideal 

system the charge returned back to the energy source is equal to that used earlier to charge the 

DEG.  However, in a real system, losses such as charge leakage through the DEG and reverse 

leakage through the diodes occur, and additional energy is required from the supply to replenish 

these losses.  Because of this, the system does not eliminate the requirement for periodic 

recharging or mains connection, but the recycling action reduces the energy required from the 

source. 

 

 

Figure 2-5:  A DEG energy harvesting circuit that recycles priming charges. 
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A DEG system needs to be able to replenish system losses for it to operate autonomously.  

Pelrine et al. and Kornbluh et al. proposed a charge pump priming circuit which converts the 

energy produced by the DEG into a higher charge form [48, 49].  Provided the mechanical 

excitation of the DEG is sufficient, this charge boost can compensate for losses and mains 

connection or energy source recharging is not necessary.  A simplified version of their charge 

pump configuration, which was presented by McKay et al. [82] is given in Figure 2-6.  The 

circuit consists of two capacitors and three diodes.  This circuit controls the current in the 

following manner:  Current flows from node A to node B when the DEG transfers generated 

energy to the priming circuit.  When current flows in that direction, the capacitors are in series 

(energy is in a high voltage, low charge form) and the equivalent circuit is given in 2-6c.  The 

capacitors in the priming circuit toggle into a parallel state (see 2-6d) when the DEG is primed.  

This shift between states allows the priming circuit to convert the generated energy to a higher 

charge form, enabling charge losses to be replenished.  Because the system can provide extra 

priming charges, we refer to the circuit from here on as the self-priming circuit (SPC). 

 

 

Figure 2-6:  The self-priming circuit (S-P C) is connected in parallel with the DEG (a).  A 

simple self priming circuit is illustrated (b) along with its equivalent high voltage (c) and 

high charge (d) forms.  With reference to (e), the circuit is in a high charge form when 

current flows along the dashed path and high voltage form when it follows the dotted path. 

 

The proportional change in voltage produced by the DEG needs to be higher than that across the 

capacitor bank when it toggles state to allow current to flow between the DEG and SPC.  In the 

case above, if C1 is equal to C2, the voltage needs to at least double for the system to self-prime.  

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

DEG
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The systems presented by Pelrine et al. and Kornbluh et al. are restricted to use with DEG that 

undergo relatively large deformations.  When connected to what they referred to as the buffer 

circuit [49], they required the DEG voltage to swing by a proportion of at least 1.5 to boost 

system charge.  If this issue could be resolved, the self-priming system would be an attractive 

option for producing autonomous, low cost DEG systems. 

 

An alternative autonomous DEG priming system was presented by Due et al.  Their priming 

circuit had a buck/boost converter topology [77].  The priming circuit took on the buck converter 

form when the DEG supplied energy to the priming circuit.  The energy was then stored in the 

priming circuit before some of it was returned to the DEG in a boost converter mode when it was 

stretched.  Buck and boost converters are capable of efficiently transforming energy between 

high and low voltages and vice versa.  This system is able to prime the DEG, and then drain 

energy off it in a higher energy state cyclically.  Provided the system losses are less than that 

produced by the DEG, this system enables autonomous DEG operation.  However, the control of 

this system was relatively complex.  An infrared sensor was required to measure DEG 

displacement, so that the charging and discharging could be precisely timed.  Since one of the 

goals of this work is to reduce the complexity of DEG systems, the buck/boost topology was not 

considered. 

 

The  major advantages that DEG have over competing technologies including high energy 

density, high flexibility, and low component count can be severely limited by the bulk, 

complexity, and rigidity of the energy harvesting electronics [29, 83].  Hyperdrive Corporation 

fabricated a small scale power generator composed of 1g of DEG membrane, however as 

illustrated by Chiba et al. the bulk of the external electronics was significantly larger than that of 

the DEG [32].  This highlights that although the fundamental mechanism of DEG power 

generation is scale invariant, there is still a need for equally scalable external electronics. 

 

One avenue for the development of scalable electronics is to fabricate flexible electronics 

directly onto the DEG membrane.  Prahlad et al. also highlighted that large arrays of distributed 

power generators would be enabled if high voltage flexible polymer electronics were developed 

[29].  Recently, O’Brien et al. developed high voltage flexible electronics called Dielectric 
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Elastomer Switches (DES) which can be fabricated directly onto dielectric elastomer membranes 

[84].  DES consist of highly flexible electrodes that exhibit a piezoresistive response, that is, 

their resistance changes when they are stretched.  O’Brien et al. fabricated carbon powder filled 

silicone grease DES that showed resistance variations of over three orders of magnitude, 

essentially behaving as a switch.  They also produced a NAND gate and oscillator using DES 

which are the fundamental building blocks required to create a computer.  Because of this, DES 

show promise for producing flexible DEG with distributed intelligence.  Furthermore plastic 

electronics lend themselves to low cost printing processes [85]. 

 

2.5. DEG modelling 

The interactions between the dynamic electrical system and highly nonlinear deformations and 

electric fields in DEG, render them highly complex at a system level.  Thus, modelling tools are 

required for optimal device design.  Modelling efforts to date have mainly focussed on analysing 

the energy output of DEG operating in an ideal constant charge cycle [31, 37-40, 74].  Graf et al. 

compared the constant charge cycle energy production with that using the constant voltage and 

constant electric field cycles [41].  Koh et al. and Yanju et al. analysed the theoretical maximum 

energy that a hypothetical DEG could produce by assessing the available energy when driven 

around the perimeter of its failure envelope [42, 71].   Although these efforts provide general 

design rules, they are limited to simple or unproven electronics. 

 

Efforts to simulate DEG within a complete electrical system are limited.  Kang et al. 

demonstrated a Smartspice (Silvaco, Incorporated) circuit simulation of a complete DEG system, 

their model did not consider the influence of the electrical system on the capacitance of the DEG 

[47].  Graf et al. and Ihlefeld and Qu coupled their electromechanical DEG model to an analysis 

of the priming circuit and load so that the interaction between the DEG and its dynamic electrical 

system could be analysed [86, 87].   

 

These previous efforts have not provided general design tools for modelling DEG with complex 

geometries or undergoing complex deformations.  Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is a tool with 

the capability of modelling such complex electromechanical systems.  The Dielectric Elastomer 
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Actuator (DEA) community has made use of FEA to analyse the hyper-viscoelastic nature of 

dielectric elastomers under large inhomogeneous electric fields [88-96].  Earlier works described 

DEA using 3D continuum elements and the electromechanical coupling was implemented by 

applying an equivalent Maxwell pressure between the DEA electrodes [89, 92, 94, 95, 97].  

However DEA are high aspect ratio structures and low element aspect ratios are required for an 

accurate FEA model of DEA, because of this, a large number of elements are required to model 

DEA using 3D continuum elements because they are typically thin membranes [89].    

 

Membrane elements are well suited for modelling the high aspect ratio of DEA.  Low aspect 

ratios can be achieved using fewer elements because their mesh forms a 2D sheet representation 

of a membrane mid-surface. However, they represent a membrane in a state of plane-stress, so 

the equivalent Maxwell pressure cannot be applied to the electrode surfaces to represent the 

electromechanical coupling [98, 99].   O’Brien et al. modelled the electromechanical coupling of 

DEA in ABAQUS by incorporating the electrostatic energy density into a user defined (uhyper) 

strain energy function.  This enabled the electromechanical coupling of DEA to be modelled 

using membrane elements.  The degrees of freedom were reduced substantially from that of their 

previous 3D continuum elements based model.  The simulation of an equivalent device took 6 

minutes to solve using the membrane element based model and 97 minutes with the 3D 

continuum element model [90, 95].  Furthermore, the membrane element based model was 

experimentally validated using dielectric elastomer minimum energy structures, which are 

polystable DEA that undergo highly inhomogeneous deformations [90]. 

 

2.6. Chapter summary 

Because DEG need to be supplied with priming charges, many of the systems previously 

presented require permanent tethering to a mains supply or periodic recharging of their energy 

supply.  The self-priming circuit, which uses energy generated by the DEG to replenish system 

losses does not require this, and therefore enables autonomous DEG operation.  However, the 

current state of the art does not replenish system losses for DEG that undergo small 

deformations.  Also, there is no literature that describes the details of a self-priming DEG system 

and experimentally analyses its performance.  A general form of a self-priming system that can 
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be designed to replenish system losses from small DEG deformations is presented in Chapter 4.  

Self-priming circuit designs will be detailed and their performance will be analysed in a 

transparent fashion in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. 

 

It was noted that the mass, rigidity, and bulk of priming circuits described in the literature 

eliminate some of the advantages DEG have over competing technologies including low 

complexity, mass, rigidity, and cost.  In Chapter 6 we first describe a self-priming system where 

the external components can be reduced to 3 diodes.  Then an equivalent system is produced 

using DES instead of diodes.  Because DES are highly flexible electronics that are fabricated 

directly onto the dielectric elastomer membrane, this enables DEG systems with reduced 

complexity, mass, rigidity, and cost. 

 

The energy production of DEG is limited by their failure envelope.  The manner in which charge 

is controlled throughout the energy cycle dictates how close the energy production gets to these 

limits.  Modelling tools are required to optimise DEG design to push them to their limits and 

provide a better understanding of their operation.  The DEG models in the literature are limited 

to simple DEG geometries and deformations.  A DEG FEA model is presented in Chapter 3 

which addresses these deficiencies.  The FEA model is coupled to a system level circuit 

simulation.  The simulation has been used to design a self-priming circuit to maximise the 

performance of a specific DEG in Chapter 5. 
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3  
DEG modelling tools 

This chapter addresses a portion of the first thesis objective with the development of system level 

DEG models for analysing systems with complex DEG geometries and deformations.  While 

Graf, Kang and Ihlefeld and Qu produced system level models that captured the dynamic 

behaviour of electrical systems including a DEG, priming circuit, and an electrical load, their 

analytical approach is limited to geometrically simple DEG undergoing simple deformations [47, 

87, 100]. 

 

The DEG membrane is modelled using Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to provide a relationship 

between the DEG capacitance, its deformation, and voltage.  This function is used in system 

level simulations to model the DEG behaviour when interacting with its priming circuit.  The 

FEA and system level models are then experimentally validated.  As a case study, a DEG 

capacitive performance metric is determined and the finite element model is used along with this 

metric to compare the relative performance of alternative diaphragm DEG designs. 

 

3.1. System level modelling 

Two system level models were developed, a “lumped multiphysics” model which was 

implemented in Simulink (MathWorks, Inc., V7.1) and an “electrical domain” model created 

using the circuit simulation software LT-Spice (Linear Technologies Corporation, version 

4.02g).  Although both models essentially represent DEG systems using the same fundamental 

equations, they provide different contributions to the design process.  The LT-Spice package 

contains a large library of electrical components that can be incorporated into the electrical 

domain model by simply wiring them into the schematic, so this environment allows rapid 

production of proof of concept simulations.  Simulink models can be called and modified 



 

parametrically from a MATLAB

multiphysics model a powerful optimization tool. 

 

The energy harvesting circuit given in 

discussed in section 2.4 of this thesis, is used in this chapter to dem

system level models because of its simplicity.  The stretched DEG is initially primed to 800V 

through a high voltage diode and when the deformation is relaxed the DEG voltage peaks.  The 

high impedance of the 5GΩ resistor ladder re

approximates the fixed charge cycle.

 

Figure 3-1:  Simple DEG circuit used to demonstrate and validate our system level DEG 

models. 

 

3.2. Electrical domain

LT-Spice does not have an inbuilt variable capacitor model, so a DEG could not be directly 

simulated.  The DEG model was based on the model presented b

to simulate a MEMS electrometer 

where the DEG voltage (V) is calculated as a function of the charge (

capacitance (C), and the charge is the time integral of the current (

Schematics of the equivalent circuits used in LT

3-2.  A sinusoidal voltage source was used to model the displacement profile (

an arbitrary voltage source was used to calculate the voltage a
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parametrically from a MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc., R2008a) script, rendering 

a powerful optimization tool.  

The energy harvesting circuit given in Figure 3-1, which is identical to the first configuration 

discussed in section 2.4 of this thesis, is used in this chapter to demonstrate the form of the 

system level models because of its simplicity.  The stretched DEG is initially primed to 800V 

through a high voltage diode and when the deformation is relaxed the DEG voltage peaks.  The 

Ω resistor ladder reduces the current to the load, therefore the system 

approximates the fixed charge cycle. 

:  Simple DEG circuit used to demonstrate and validate our system level DEG 

Electrical domain system level model 

Spice does not have an inbuilt variable capacitor model, so a DEG could not be directly 

simulated.  The DEG model was based on the model presented by Zhu et 

to simulate a MEMS electrometer [101].  The DEG was modelled using equations 

) is calculated as a function of the charge (Q

), and the charge is the time integral of the current (

Schematics of the equivalent circuits used in LT-Spice to represent the DEG are given in

sinusoidal voltage source was used to model the displacement profile (

an arbitrary voltage source was used to calculate the voltage and displacement dependent 

rendering the lumped 

, which is identical to the first configuration 

onstrate the form of the 

system level models because of its simplicity.  The stretched DEG is initially primed to 800V 

through a high voltage diode and when the deformation is relaxed the DEG voltage peaks.  The 

duces the current to the load, therefore the system 

 

:  Simple DEG circuit used to demonstrate and validate our system level DEG 

Spice does not have an inbuilt variable capacitor model, so a DEG could not be directly 

 al. who used LT-Spice 

.  The DEG was modelled using equations 3-1 and 3-2 

Q) on the DEG and its 

), and the charge is the time integral of the current (i) through the DEG.  

pice to represent the DEG are given in Figure 

sinusoidal voltage source was used to model the displacement profile (Figure 3-2a) and 

nd displacement dependent 
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capacitance (Figure 3-2b) using a polynomial function that is described in section 3.4 of this 

chapter (equation 3-11).  The subcircuit in Figure 3-2c was used to compute the charge on the 

DEG by integrating the current through it (equation 3-1), and the DEG voltage (equation 3-2) 

was calculated using the arbitrary voltage source in the subcircuit in Figure 3-2d. 

 

 dtitQ ∫=)(  3-1 

   

 C

Q
V =

 

3-2 

 

 

 

Figure 3-2:  Schematics of the LT-Spice subcircuits used to simulate the DEG behaviour in 

the electrical domain model. 

 

The schematic of the electrical domain model is illustrated in Figure 3-3.  The initial priming 

source ramped up to a voltage of 800V, charging the DEG over a period of 0.5 seconds.  The 

DEG was modelled using the subcircuits given in Figure 3-2. 



 

Figure 3-3:  Schematic of a simpl

model. 

 

3.3. Lumped multiphysics

A schematic of the Simulink l

Figure 3-4.  The inputs to the system are symbolised by the numbered oval blocks on the left 

hand side of the schematic and include 1) the initial voltage (

(Resistance); 3) the displacement profile (

(di).  The model output denoted by the oval block on the right numbered 1 (

voltage.  The model consists of three sub

C0, uses a polynomial function that is

3-11) to calculate the initial DEG capacitance based on the initial voltage and displacement.  The 

submodel, Capacitance, calculates the DEG capacitance profile using equati

DEG voltage calculated by the simulation at the previous time increment, and the sp

displacement profile.  The submodel, 

profile and charge state. 
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a simple fixed charge energy harvesting circuit

multiphysics system level model 

lumped multiphysics model of the system in 

The inputs to the system are symbolised by the numbered oval blocks on the left 

hand side of the schematic and include 1) the initial voltage (Vi); 2) 

he displacement profile (displacement profile); and 4) the initial displacement 

).  The model output denoted by the oval block on the right numbered 1 (

voltage.  The model consists of three sub-models, C0, Capacitance, and 

polynomial function that is described in the next section of this chapter (equation 

) to calculate the initial DEG capacitance based on the initial voltage and displacement.  The 

, calculates the DEG capacitance profile using equati

DEG voltage calculated by the simulation at the previous time increment, and the sp

ubmodel, DEG, calculates the DEG voltage based on its capacitance 

 

e fixed charge energy harvesting circuit electrical domain 

model of the system in Figure 3-1 is given in 

The inputs to the system are symbolised by the numbered oval blocks on the left 

); 2) the load resistance 

he initial displacement 

).  The model output denoted by the oval block on the right numbered 1 (V) is the DEG 

, and DEG.  The submodel, 

described in the next section of this chapter (equation 

) to calculate the initial DEG capacitance based on the initial voltage and displacement.  The 

, calculates the DEG capacitance profile using equation 3-11 based on the 

DEG voltage calculated by the simulation at the previous time increment, and the specified 

, calculates the DEG voltage based on its capacitance 
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Figure 3-4:  Schematic of the simple lumped multiphysics system level model. 

 

The DEG submodel is given in Figure 3-5, and it is summarised using equations 3-3 to 3-5.  The 

initial charge on the DEG is calculated from the initial voltage (VDEGi) and capacitance (CDEGi) 

using equation 3-3 so that the DEG was primed to 800V at a simulation time (t) of zero. 

 

 DEGiDEGiVCQ =)0(  3-3 

 

Throughout the simulation the load resistor (R) drained charge from the DEG, so that the charge 

on the DEG at time t was given by equation 3-4. 

 

 dt
R

tV
QtQ DEG

DEGDEG ∫−= )(
)0()(  3-4 

 

The DEG voltage was then calculated from the instantaneous DEG charge (QDEG(t)) state and 

capacitance (CDEG) using equation 3-5. 
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Figure 3-5:  Schematic of the DEG submodel. 

 

3.4. Finite element analysis of DEG 

Finite Element Analysis (FEA) of DEG was carried out using the commercial software package 

ABAQUS (Dassault Systèmes SIMULIA, version 6.7-1).  The diaphragm DEG configuration 

given in Figure 3-6 has been used extensively in this thesis; therefore an FEA simulation of a 

diaphragm DEG configuration will be provided as an example to describe the form of the model.  

This configuration is also suitable for experimental validation due to its simplicity of fabrication 

and action.  The diaphragm configuration also undergoes an inhomogeneous stretch field when it 

is deformed [102], so it is a good platform for assessing a model’s ability to simulate complex 

deformations and DEG with non-uniform thickness.  In this section the FEA model is used to 

determine a relationship between the DEG capacitance, displacement, and voltage.  This 

relationship is in a form that is sufficiently simple to incorporate into the system level models 

discussed in the previous section. 

 



 

Figure 3-6:  Schematic of the

view in a relaxed state (b), and side

 

The static ABAQUS FEA model consisted of 700 six

(M3D6 elements) based on the model developed by O’Brien et al

study, took advantage of symmetry and consisted of a quarter annulus as sh

The electromechanical coupling was modelled

adding an electrostatic energy

function (UAB), forming a dielectric elastomer electromechanical energy density function (

[90].  Electrically, each integration point in the membrane was 

capacitor connected in parallel with all other integration points.  The Arruda

function was used to model the dielectric elastomer material 

model is based on the macromolecular structure of polymers and can provide good predictions of 

the constitutive behaviour of elastomers for defo

from which the coefficients were determined 

model used in this thesis is given in equations 
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:  Schematic of the diaphragm DEG used in this study from a plan

view in a relaxed state (b), and side-view when in the deformed state (c).

model consisted of 700 six-noded triangular membrane elements 

(M3D6 elements) based on the model developed by O’Brien et al. [90].  The mesh used in this 

study, took advantage of symmetry and consisted of a quarter annulus as sh

The electromechanical coupling was modelled in the ABAQUS user subroutine 

adding an electrostatic energy density term (UES) to the mechanical 

ing a dielectric elastomer electromechanical energy density function (

.  Electrically, each integration point in the membrane was modelled

capacitor connected in parallel with all other integration points.  The Arruda

model the dielectric elastomer material behaviour.   

model is based on the macromolecular structure of polymers and can provide good predictions of 

of elastomers for deformations outside the window of the test data 

from which the coefficients were determined [89, 103].  The general form of the constitutive 

model used in this thesis is given in equations 3-6 to 3-9. 

 ESABDE UUU +=  

 
2

2
0 E

U r
ES

εε=  

 

from a plan-view (a), side-

view when in the deformed state (c). 

noded triangular membrane elements 

.  The mesh used in this 

study, took advantage of symmetry and consisted of a quarter annulus as shown in Figure 3-7.  

in the ABAQUS user subroutine uhyper by 

 strain energy density 

ing a dielectric elastomer electromechanical energy density function (UDE) 

modelled as a parallel plate 

capacitor connected in parallel with all other integration points.  The Arruda-Boyce strain energy 

.   The Arruda-Boyce 

model is based on the macromolecular structure of polymers and can provide good predictions of 

rmations outside the window of the test data 

form of the constitutive 

3-6 

3-7 
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Where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, εr is the dielectric constant of the dielectric elastomer, 

and E is the electric field applied between its electrodes.  The Arruda-Boyce strain energy 

function is given in equation 3-8, where µ and λm are the Arruda-Boyce model coefficients 

representing the small strain shear modulus and the locking stretch, respectively.  The locking 

stretch is the stretch ratio at which the slope of the stress-strain curve of an elastomer begins to 

climb rapidly.  I1 is the first stretch invariant that describes the stretch state of the material as a 

function of the three principal stretch ratiosiv (λ1, λ2, and λ3). 
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As described by O’Brien et al. [90], the Arruda-Boyce coefficients that were determined by 

Wissler and Mazza for VHB4905 [104] were adapted for use in this model.  O’Brien et al. found 

that the stiffness of devices based on VHB4905 was lower than that predicted by Wissler and 

Mazza’s coefficients after long-term relaxation [90], so the Arruda–Boyce long-term small strain 

shear modulus µ was scaled by a factor of 0.86, resulting in a value of 40.9 kPa.  The locking 

stretch used in this thesis was the same as that used by O’Brien et al. (λm = 124.9) [90].  These 

modified parameters were chosen because they showed an excellent match to experimental data 

in two previous studies [90, 105].  Based on the dielectric elastomer capacitance measurements 

by McKay et al. a dielectric constant (εr) of 4 was used [22].   

 

                                                 
iv The stretch ratio relates the length of a stretched body to the undeformed state along a given axis.  It is given by 
dividing the deformed length by the rest length. 
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Figure 3-7:  The patterned FEA mesh in the relaxed (left top) and deformed (left bottom) 

state.  The actual mesh consisted of a quarter annulus to reduce simulation time (right). 

 

Simulations with the DEG charged to voltages ranging from 0 to 2500V in increments of 500V 

were run at an initial area prestretch of 9.   The stroke of the DEG was ramped from 0mm to 

30mm and the voltage was held constant.  The local thickness (t) and volume (Vol) of each 

integration point were output from the model along with the hub displacement.  The MATLAB 

post-processing program “GetFunction.m” given in Appendix B, calculated the capacitance (C) 

of the DEG using equation 3-10, and pseudo-inverse linear regression, was used to determine 

parameters k1-4 in equation 3-11 to fit the function to the FEA data.  This was done by arranging 

the FEA data into a set of linear equations of the form Ax=b where b is the set of capacitance 

values determined using the FEA, x is the unknown coefficients (k1-4), and each column of the 

matrix A contains the variables on the left hand side of equation 3-11 plus one column containing 

ones to represent the constant (k1) term.  One way to solve such a system is by using the 

relationship x = inv(A)*b.  However, A was not a square matrix so its inverse did not exist.  The 

MATLAB function pinv was used to find the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of A, which is 

commonly used to compute least squares solutions to systems of linear equations lacking a 

unique solution using equation 3-12 [106, 107]. 
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The simplified model in equation 3-11 converts the FEA output into a form that can be directly 

implemented into the system level simulations.  The voltage squared term was used in the 

polynomial in equation 3-11 because the electrostatic pressure exerted on a dielectric elastomer 

is proportional to the square of the voltage applied to it [25].  The form of the displacement 

dependence was intuitively determined, based on the characteristics of the FEA derived 

diaphragm capacitance versus displacement curve when no voltage was applied. 

 

The capacitance versus hub displacement profile predicted for the diaphragm DEG is given in 

Figure 3-8.  The parameters k1-4 that fit equation 3-11 to the behaviour of this generator are given 

in Table 3-1.  It is noted that the voltage squared coefficient (k4) is very small, this is because the 

entire area of the diaphragm is active, and so there are no free boundaries to accommodate large 

electrostatic actuation.  The percentage error between the FEA data and the polynomial fit was 

calculated using equation 3-13 where Cmod and CFEA are the simplified model and FEA 

capacitance, respectively.  The error is given in Figure 3-8b, demonstrating a maximum error of 

0.6%. 

 

Table 3-1:  Parameters for predicting the capacitance (in nF) of an 80mm outer diameter, 

50mm inner diameter VHB4905 diaphragm DEG with an area prestretch of 9 as a function 

of displacement and voltage. 

k1=1.9461 k2=1.8x10-3 k3=8.6x10-3 k4=5.2x10-9 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3-8:  Capacitance versus hub displacement profile for an 80mm outer diameter and 

50mm inner diameter diaphragm DEG with no voltage applied as predicted by FEA 

(ABAQUS) and the simplified model.  The error of the simplified model’s prediction of the 

FEA is also given (b). 

 

3.5. FEA model verification and validation 

The FEA prediction of the undeformed diaphragm DEG capacitance was verified by comparing 

it with that calculated using the parallel plate capacitor equation (equation 3-14) for the same 

geometry; and was experimentally validated by measuring the capacitance of six diaphragm 

DEG.  This DEG consisted of a 3M VHB4905 acrylic membrane prestretched equibiaxially to 

nine times its original area and fixed to a Perspex™ annulus with an inner diameter of 80mm.  

An inner Perspex™ hub of diameter 50mm was adhered to the centre of the membrane and 

electrodes were applied by brushing Nyogel 756G carbon grease onto the membrane.  A standard 

LCR meter could not be used to measure the DEG capacitance because the carbon grease 

electrodes provided a relatively high equivalent series resistance.  Thus, the custom built 

capacitance sensor built by Gisby et al. [108], was used to measure the DEG capacitance.  Six 

capacitance measurements were taken for each DEG sample.  The custom capacitance sensor is 

described in Appendix C. 
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C rεε0=  3-14 

 

The area of the active portion of the diaphragm DEG given in Figure 3-9 with an outer radius (R) 

of 40mm and inner radius (r) of 25mm was calculated using equation 3-15.  And since VHB4905 

is essentially incompressible, the three principal stretches can be related by equation 3-16 where 

λ3 is the stretch through the thickness of the membrane and λ1 and λ2 are the planar stretches.  

The product of the planar stretches is the area stretch, and thus the thickness of VHB4905 with 

an area prestretch of 9 was calculated to be 55.6µm since its initial thickness is 500µm. 

 

 

Figure 3-9:  Dimensions used for analytical parallel plate capacitor calculation. 

 

 )( 22 rRA −= π  3-15 

 

 1321 =λλλ  3-16 

 

The experimentally measured capacitance was compared with the analytical parallel plate 

capacitor equation and the FEA predictions in Figure 3-10.  The FEA deviates from the 

analytical solution with an error of -7x10-5%, demonstrating a good match.  Both models 
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predicted the capacitance to within one standard deviation of the experimental mean, 

demonstrating that the model is valid for predicting the capacitance of a parallel plate DEG.  

 

 

Figure 3-10:  The rest capacitance of an 80mm outer diameter, 50mm inner diameter 

diaphragm DEG as predicted analytically and using the FEA model compared with that 

measured experimentally.  The error bars represent ±1 standard deviation from the 

experimental mean. 

 

To experimentally validate the FEA capacitance predictions of inhomogeneously deformed 

DEG, a Sanyo-Denki stepper motor was used to displace the inner hub of the six DEG from rest 

up to a peak stroke of 14mm at a frequency of 1.25mHzv, and the Gisby capacitance sensor was 

used to measure the DEG capacitance which was recorded at a sampling rate of 50Hz.  The hub 

displacement was measured using an Eltrotec LDS 70 laser displacement sensor.  To quantify 

experimental scatter, six DEG were fabricated and six capacitance versus displacement datasets 

were produced for each DEG.   

 

The experimentally measured and FEA prediction of the diaphragm DEG capacitance versus 

inner hub displacement are given in Figure 3-11.  As the hub was displaced the membrane was 

                                                 
v The DEG was cycled at this low frequency because the Gisby capacitance sensor, which is described in Appendix 
C, uses the assumption that the time derivative of the capacitance is very small. 
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stretched and the capacitance increased.  The FEA prediction matches the experimental results to 

within one standard deviation demonstrating that the model is valid for predicting the 

capacitance of DEG with non-uniform thickness. 

 

 

Figure 3-11:  The capacitance versus hub displacement for the fabricated DEG and FEA 

(Model) prediction. 

 

3.6. Experimental validation of system level models 

The system models were experimentally validated using the electrical circuit illustrated in Figure 

3-1, combined with the electrical system shown in Figure 3-12.  The LabVIEW (National 

Instruments, V7.1) program “DEG_Experiment_v6.vi” was used to acquire the buffered, filtered 

output of the resistor ladder using a NI-6221 DAQ card at a sampling rate of 300Hz.  The DEG 

was deformed between the relaxed and deformed states using Copley Motions STB2504S Servo 

Tube controlled by the same LabVIEW program.  As illustrated in Figure 3-12, the Servo Tube 

drove a push rod that sinusoidally deformed the inner hub from a stroke of 16mm to the relaxed 

state and back over a period of 0.5 seconds. 
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Figure 3-12:  A schematic of the mechanical system used for model validation. 

 

Plots of the DEG voltage versus time using the lumped multiphysics and electrical domain 

models over one cycle are given in Figure 3-13a.  The system voltage increased during the first 

half of the cycle because the DEG capacitance decreased as it was relaxed.  The DEG was 

deformed again to a stroke of 16mm during the second half so the system voltage decreased.  

The model outputs matched each other well, with the exception of the final 32ms where the 

electrical domain model DEG voltage remained constant at 800V and the DEG voltage predicted 

by the lumped multiphysics model continued to drop.  This is because the DEG received charge 

from the priming source through the diode in the electrical domain model during this period, 

whereas the lumped multiphysics model was simplified so that the DEG only received initial 

priming charges. The electrical domain model output is compared with the voltage versus time 

waveform from the experimental system in Figure 3-13b, demonstrating that the model predicted 

the DEG voltage to within one standard deviation of the experimental mean throughout the entire 

cycle. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3-13:  A comparison between the electrical domain (LT-Spice, blue dashed line) and 

lumped multiphysics (Simulink, green line) models (a) and the electrical domain model 

(continuous line) and experimental (gray markers) system voltage versus time (b).  

 

3.7. Case study: diaphragm DEG design considerations 

The ability of the FEA model to predict the capacitance of a stretched diaphragm has been 

experimentally validated in this chapter.  An objective of this thesis was to produce modelling 

tools with the ability to analyse DEG undergoing large inhomogeneous deformations.  In this 

case study we demonstrate the utility of the FEA model as a design tool for diaphragm DEG 

which undergo such deformations. The diaphragm DEG is used extensively in this work, so in 

this case study we aim to highlight the DEG design parameters that influence the amount of 

energy we can harvest from a single stroke.  The outer diameter of the DEG modelled in this 

study is 110mm and it is prestretched to an area stretch of 9.  First a capacitive performance 

metric was produced to compare DEG designs, then the capacitive performance metric for 

diaphragms with different inner hub sizes were compared.  The FEA model allowed this 

capacitive performance metric to be determined with the DEG operating at a maximum 

predetermined local stretch state.  This means that the metric can be compared across multiple 

DEG designs operating at an identical material failure safety factor. 
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Equation 3-17 is an expression for the energy generated from a single stroke of a DEG for the 

case where there is no external load. This is a function of the deformed DEG capacitance (Cd) 

and voltage (Vd), and the relaxed DEG capacitance (Cr) and voltage (Vr). 

 

 22 5.05.0 ddrr VCVCE −=  3-17 

 
We consider the fixed charge cycle operation, so the charge in the deformed state (Qd) can be 

equated to the charge in the relaxed state (Qr) and considering equation 3-5 we can relate the bias 

voltage, Vd, to the generated voltage, Vr, using equation 3-18.  We substitute equation 3-18 into 

equation 3-17 to get equation 3-19.  By maximising K, a DEG capacitive performance metric 

given in equation 3-20, we can maximise the energy output of our DEG for a given priming 

voltage.  These equations emphasise that along with priming voltage, Cr and Cd are the key 

parameters that influence the energy output of a DEG.  
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The maximum Cd that a given DEG can achieve is bound by the stretch limits of the dielectric 

elastomer material.  As stated in Chapter 2, the maximum area stretch reported for VHB4910/05 

is 36 [21, 109].  This limit is reported for equibiaxially stretched material, that is, the planar 

stretch is orientation invariant.  Plante stated that failure from overstretching the material occurs 

when the polymer chains are straightened beyond their unfolded length and this overstretching 

determines the equibiaxial area stretch limit of 36 [109].  The stretch state in a diaphragm DEG 

is typically non-equibiaxial, and thus we require a limit for this case.  In this study a maximum 
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principal stretch limit of 6 was imposed, which corresponds to the maximum principal stretch of 

Plante’s criteria.  It should be noted that the criteria used in this case study is conservative as 

VHB4905/10 actuators have been actuated with a maximum principal prestretch above 8, and 

actuation increases this stretch further [110]. 

 

The FEA model was used to evaluate the maximum possible DEG operating stroke while not 

exceeding the maximum principal stretch criteria of 6, given the diaphragm was prestretched to a 

an equibiaxial value of 3.  This analysis was carried out for DEG with inner hub diameters 

ranging from 40 to 90mm in increments of 10mm.  The maximum operating stroke for each 

DEG is given in Figure 3-14.  This illustrates that the safe operating stroke decreases as the hub 

diameter increases.   

 

 
Figure 3-14:  Maximum operating stroke before a maximum principal stretch of 6 was 

reached versus inner diameter of a diaphragm DEG with an outer diameter 110mm. 

 

The inhomogeneity of the stretch field of deformed diaphragm DEG is demonstrated using a 

contour plot of the maximum principal stretch from the FEA DEG model in Figure 3-15.  The 

contour plot illustrates that the maximum principal stretch is at the inner hub-DEG membrane 

interface and the maximum stretch is lower in regions of the diaphragm further from the hub.  

For example, the blue contours in Figure 3-15 represent a maximum principal stretch (λmax) of 

1.27, whereas the red contours at the inner hub interface correspond to a maximum principal 

stretch of 1.61.  This demonstrates that the diaphragm DEG is not an ideal configuration because 
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the maximum hub displacement and therefore capacitance change is limited by the maximum 

stretch in the diaphragm.  This means that the diaphragm contains regions that do not contribute 

significantly to energy production.  Because of this the maximum energy density of a diaphragm 

DEG will be significantly less than the theoretical limit of the DEG material.  

 

 
Figure 3-15:  Contour plot of the maximum principal stretch of a diaphragm DEG. 

 

The DEG capacitive performance metric, K (equation 3-20) versus inner hub diameter is plotted 

in Figure 3-16.  The capacitive performance metric does not vary monotonically with inner 

diameter because it increases with both Cd and Cd/Cr.  As the inner diameter increases the area of 

the capacitor decreases, therefore Cd decreases.  However, as the inner hub diameter is increased, 

a higher percentage of the DEG membrane comes into close proximity with the inner hub/DEG 

membrane interface where the change in capacitance is highest.  The capacitive performance 

λmax 
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metric was maximised near an inner diameter of 70mm, suggesting that an inner hub diameter 

near 70mm is capable of generating the highest amount of energy in one stroke.   

 

 
Figure 3-16:  DEG capacitive performance metric (K) versus inner diameter.  

 

3.8. Chapter summary 

An objective of this thesis is to develop tools suitable for modelling DEG that undergo complex 

deformations leading to an inhomogeneous stretch field.  The models presented in this chapter 

provide DEG design tools that meet this objective.   

 

As demonstrated in Figure 3-11, the model predicts the capacitance versus displacement profile 

of a diaphragm generator to within one standard deviation.  The deformation of a diaphragm 

DEG is inhomogeneous [102], this shows that the model is valid for designing DEG that undergo 

such deformations or for modelling DEG with complex geometries where the thickness of the 

DEG varies throughout the membrane. 

 

The system level models can simulate a complete DEG system with sufficient accuracy for 

assisting design choices.  Figure 3-13 illustrates that the system level electrical domain and 

lumped multiphysics models are capable of simulating the diaphragm DEG operation in a 

dynamic electrical system to within one standard deviation of the experimental mean.   
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The two system level models provide design tools with distinct advantages from each other.  The 

LT-Spice package is suitable for rapid prototyping new circuit topologies because it possesses a 

large library of electrical components that can be incorporated into the model by wiring them 

into the circuit schematic.  The addition of new components and the implementation of new 

circuit topologies is more involved in the lumped multiphysics model but once the general model 

is implemented, parameters can be altered within a MATLAB script without user interaction.  

The utility of this is demonstrated in Chapter 5 where the lumped multiphysics model is used to 

optimize the design of a self-priming circuit for a specific DEG design and operating conditions. 

 

The limitations of diaphragm DEG were discussed in the case study, including the fact that the 

inhomogeneous stretch field limits the potential energy density of diaphragm DEG devices 

below that of the dielectric elastomer material from which they are fabricated.  However the 

focus of this thesis is on demonstrating new energy harvesting circuits for DEG.  The simplicity 

in which diaphragm DEG can be fabricated and directly coupled to rectilinear motions renders 

them a good choice for this thesis.  In the next chapter a diaphragm DEG is used to demonstrate 

the operation of a self-priming system. 
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4  

Self-Priming DEG 
Systems 

Imagine an autonomous DEG system that can operate over a wide range of operating conditions 

without being tethered to the grid or require periodic battery replacement.  This would open up 

the possibility of highly portable DEG systems and DEG that can independently operate in 

remote locations.  A self-priming dielectric elastomer generator system is demonstrated in this 

chapter that meets this objective.  It is an improvement over the system describe by Pelrine et. al. 

[48] and Kornbluh et al. [49] because of the ability to operate with DEG that produce smaller 

capacitance changes. 

 

An experimental platform for measuring the performance metrics of DEG including efficiency, 

energy, and power production is also presented.  As discussed in Chapter 2, a peer reviewed and 

highly reproducible method for measuring the performance metrics of a DEG was not publicly 

available prior to this work.  A large portion of this chapter was published in the journal Smart 

Materials and Structures to address this [82]. 

 

4.1. The general self-priming circuit form 

The Self-Priming Circuit (SPC) capacitor bank presented in this chapter is configurable to enable 

circuits that can self-prime under smaller proportional voltage swings than the previous 

requirement of 1.5.  The generalized SPC configuration is given in Figure 4-1a.  When charge is 

transferred from the DEG to the SPC the diodes control the current flow so that the SPC takes on 

the high voltage configuration given in Figure 4-1b.  When current flows from the SPC back to 



 

the DEG, the SPC toggles to the high charge form by shifting the top row of capacitors by one 

position to the right, taking on the conf

of capacitors in each row, the resulting proportional change in capacitance when the circuit 

toggles decreases.  Thus, the required voltage swing for the sy

Equation 4-1 can be used to find the minimum percentage voltage swing (

a SPC of order n to charge boost, where 

 

Figure 4-1:  The general form of a self

voltage (b) and high charge (c) forms.  The self

form when current flows off the DEG from node 

charge form when current flows in the opposite direction.  The self

of two rows of capacitors. 

capacitors have capacitances ranging from 
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the DEG, the SPC toggles to the high charge form by shifting the top row of capacitors by one 

position to the right, taking on the configuration given in Figure 4-1c.  By increasing the number 

of capacitors in each row, the resulting proportional change in capacitance when the circuit 

the required voltage swing for the system to charge boost is reduced.  

can be used to find the minimum percentage voltage swing (

to charge boost, where n is the number of capacitors in each row.

:  The general form of a self-priming circuit is illustrated (a) along with its high 

voltage (b) and high charge (c) forms.  The self-priming circuit takes on its high voltage 

off the DEG from node A to node B, the circuit takes on its high 

charge form when current flows in the opposite direction.  The self-priming circuit con

  n represents the number of capacitors in each row.  The 

e capacitances ranging from C/n to C. 

the DEG, the SPC toggles to the high charge form by shifting the top row of capacitors by one 

.  By increasing the number 

of capacitors in each row, the resulting proportional change in capacitance when the circuit 

stem to charge boost is reduced.  

can be used to find the minimum percentage voltage swing (%∆Vmin) required for 

is the number of capacitors in each row. 

 

priming circuit is illustrated (a) along with its h igh 

priming circuit takes on its high voltage 

, the circuit takes on its high 

priming circuit con sists 

represents the number of capacitors in each row.  The 
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4.2. Experimental methods  

A diaphragm DEG (Figure 4-2) was used in this study to experimentally demonstrate a self-

priming circuit.  The DEG was fabricated using the same materials and methods as used to 

produce the DEG in Chapter 3.  The dimensions of the DEG, which consisted of ~0.3 grams of 

active acrylic membrane, are given in Figure 4-2. 

 

 
Figure 4-2:  Schematic of our test DEG from a plan-view (a), side-view in a planar state (b), 

and side-view when in the deformed state (c). 

 

The test platform had both a mechanical and an electrical sub-system.  The mechanical sub-

system deformed the DEG, while measuring the amount of force applied and supplying 

displacement feedback.  The electrical sub-system initially primed the DEG and then measured 

the voltage it delivered to a high impedance load.  Both sub-systems were controlled by a single 

National Instruments LabVIEW (V7.1) program which was also used to acquire the experimental 

110mm

70mm

20mm

(a) (b) (c)
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data using a NI-6221 DAQ card at a sampling rate of 300Hz.  This data was used to measure the 

mechanical work delivered to the DEG and the electrical energy transferred to the load. 

 

The mechanical system is shown in Figure 4-3.  A Copley Controls STB2504S Servo Tube was 

used to deform the DEG between the two states shown in Figure 4-2 b and c.  The inner hub was 

sinusoidally cycled between the two states at frequencies of 2, 3, and 4 Hzvi.  The force to 

deform the DEG was measured using an interface SM-50N load cell.  The mechanical work (W) 

delivered to the DEG was calculated using equations 4-2, where F(t) and u’(t) are the force 

exerted on the DEG and the velocity at which the inner hub was displaced.  Since the DEG was 

cyclically loaded, this form of the work integral was calculated as it gives only the mechanical 

work consumed by the system (i.e. it excludes the work that was elastically restored).  With 

reference to Figure 4-3c, this integral is the net mechanical work done, calculated as the area 

between the curves for stretching and relaxing the DEG. The trapezoid method was used to 

numerically evaluate this integral. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
vi The lower frequency limit of 2Hz was used because the DEG did not produce enough power to overcome system 
electrical losses below this frequency.  Frequencies above 4Hz were not included because the Servo Tube was 
unable to adequately compensate for the inertia of its thrust rod to accurately track the position set-point at higher 
frequencies. 
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(b)

Figure 4-3:  A photo (a) of the mechanical system of 

schematic (b) demonstrating the flow of information

calculate the mechanical work used by the DEG.

 
A schematic of the electrical system is 

was used to prime the DEG to an initial voltage 

chosen because it demonstrates that a self

supply.  When the mechanical system was triggered,

power supply using a dry reed relay (

up the charge in the self-primi

The electrical output of the system was measured by placing a 5G

parallel with the DEG.  The energy delivered to this resistive load (

integrating the power delivered to it.  The trapezoid method was used to numerically evaluate the 

integral in equation 4-3, where

change in stored energy during one cycle (
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Transducer
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(a) 

 

(b) 

A photo (a) of the mechanical system of the experimental platform and a 

schematic (b) demonstrating the flow of information, and example work curves (c) used to 

calculate the mechanical work used by the DEG. 

A schematic of the electrical system is given in Figure 4-4.  A Powertech MP

was used to prime the DEG to an initial voltage of 10V.  This relatively low initial voltage was 

because it demonstrates that a self-priming DEG system does not require a high voltage 

When the mechanical system was triggered, the DEG system was disconnected from the 

dry reed relay (HV Relay), this ensured that the power supply did not top 

priming circuit, and isolated the power supply from high DEG voltages.  

The electrical output of the system was measured by placing a 5GΩ high voltage sensor in 

parallel with the DEG.  The energy delivered to this resistive load (ULOAD

ating the power delivered to it.  The trapezoid method was used to numerically evaluate the 

, where V(t) is the voltage across the sensor and R

y during one cycle (∆USTORE) was calculated using equation 
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Transducer

Stretch DEG
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LOAD) was calculated by 
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R is its resistance.  The 

) was calculated using equation 4-4, where C 
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is the capacitance of the whole system when the DEG was in the planar state, and V1 and V2 are 

the voltage of the DEG system at the start and end of the cycle, respectively.  The efficiency, η, 

of the DEG was then calculated using equation 4-5.  The tests were analyzed for DEG voltages 

up to 2kV; higher voltages resulted in a local loss of pretension, causing the DEG membrane to 

wrinkle [71].  This affected the rest capacitance leading to error [111].  
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Figure 4-4:  A schematic of the electrical system used in our experiments. 

 

An estimate of the electrical efficiency (ηelect) of the system that was operating at 2Hz (i.e. with a 

purely elastic mechanical system) at a DEG voltage of 2kV was calculated using equation 4-6.  

When the DEG voltage was at 10V, mechanical to electrical energy conversion was very low.  

Using equation 3-19 and the DEG rest and deformed capacitances, of 3.6nF and 7.2nF, 

respectively, the maximum energy that could be converted at 10V was estimated to be 0.4µJ 

which is five orders of magnitude lower than the mechanical losses.  Since this electrical 

conversion is insignificant, we assumed that the work used by the system at this priming voltage 
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(W10V) was the same as that lost from the system through viscous losses for each cycle.  It was 

then assumed that the energy used by the electrical system itself at 2kV was the mechanical work 

used at a DEG voltage of 2kV (W2kV) minus the viscous losses (W10V).  
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A two-stage self-priming circuit was used, that is, with reference to Figure 4-1, n is equal to two.  

Since the capacitance of this system changed by a smaller amount than the SPC illustrated in 

Chapter 2 of this thesis, smaller DEG voltage swings were required.  Schematics of the two-stage 

self priming circuit are given in Figure 4-5.  This circuit toggles between equivalent capacitances 

of 6.6nF (Figure 4-5b) and 2.9nF (Figure 4-5c). 

 

 

Figure 4-5:  The two-stage self-priming circuit that was used (a) and its equivalent high 

charge (b) and high voltage (c) states.  

 

4.3. Results 

When the DEG was deformed sinusoidally, the capacitive changes caused the voltage to decrease 

as the DEG was stretched and increase when the deformation was relaxed.  When more power 

was generated than that transferred to the load, the charge stored in the self-priming circuit 

increased with each generation cycle, therefore the DEG voltage increased from one cycle to the 

(a) (b) (c)



 

next.  Figure 4-6 shows the voltage output of a DEG operating in this “voltage

After 236 cycles at 3Hz, the DEG voltage was boosted from 10V to 3250V, where the DEG 

failed.   

 

Figure 4-6:  Voltage output vers

mode deformed at 3Hz at 20mm stroke.

 

The total energy (ULOAD+∆USTORE

3, and 4 Hz operating in voltage boost mode are given in 

These are plotted against the DEG voltage at the start of each cycle.  The energy and efficiency 

increased as the voltage was boosted.  The energy generated increased monotonically with 

frequency, whereas the efficiency decreased monotonically as frequen

peak in energy production per stroke was ~0.85mJ at a DEG voltage of 

4Hz. 
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shows the voltage output of a DEG operating in this “voltage

After 236 cycles at 3Hz, the DEG voltage was boosted from 10V to 3250V, where the DEG 

:  Voltage output versus time for a self-priming DEG operating in voltage

mode deformed at 3Hz at 20mm stroke. 

STORE) generated, and the efficiency (η) per cycle at frequencies of 2, 

3, and 4 Hz operating in voltage boost mode are given in Figure 4-7 and Figure 

These are plotted against the DEG voltage at the start of each cycle.  The energy and efficiency 

increased as the voltage was boosted.  The energy generated increased monotonically with 

frequency, whereas the efficiency decreased monotonically as frequency was increased.   The 

peak in energy production per stroke was ~0.85mJ at a DEG voltage of 1.9

shows the voltage output of a DEG operating in this “voltage-boost” mode.  

After 236 cycles at 3Hz, the DEG voltage was boosted from 10V to 3250V, where the DEG 

 

priming DEG operating in voltage-boost 

per cycle at frequencies of 2, 

Figure 4-8, respectively.  

These are plotted against the DEG voltage at the start of each cycle.  The energy and efficiency 

increased as the voltage was boosted.  The energy generated increased monotonically with 

cy was increased.   The 

1.9kV and frequency of 
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Figure 4-7:  Generated electrical energy per cycle versus DEG voltage for deformations at 

2, 3 and 4Hz.  The solid line illustrates the 7 point moving average which is enveloped by 

plots of plus/minus one standard deviation (dotted lines). 

 

 

Figure 4-8:   Efficiency versus DEG voltage for deformations at 2, 3 and 4 Hz. The solid 

line illustrates the 7 point moving average which is enveloped by plots of plus/minus one 

standard deviation (dotted lines). 

 

Comparisons of the mechanical work consumed at 2, 3 and 4Hz at DEG voltages of 10V and the 

maximum voltage (Vmax) are given in Figure 4-9.  The work increased with frequency.  This 

figure also shows that the increase in frequency from 2Hz to 4Hz had a much larger effect on the 

dissipated work than increasing the voltage from 10V to the maximum.  Vmax is the maximum 

voltage across the DEG in the relaxed state before the relaxed DEG voltage exceeded 2kV.  

Using equation 4-6, the system was estimated to have an efficiency of 84% if there were no 

viscous losses from the mechanical system. 
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Figure 4-9:  Work dissipated by DEG primed at 10V and at the maximum DEG voltage 

deformed at 2, 3 and 4Hz. 

 

4.4. Discussion 

The generalized SPC presents an opportunity to produce DEG that can autonomously harvest 

from both small and large deformations.  The system does not require an expensive high voltage 

transformer.  The experimental results in Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-8 demonstrate the self priming 

DEG system’s ability to boost its voltage from 10V up to the kilovolt range.  Figure 4-7 and 

Figure 4-8 also demonstrate that high DEG voltages are desirable since both the efficiency and 

energy generated increase with DEG voltages.   

 

The material used in this study, VHB4905, is highly viscous [30, 31, 112, 113].  As 

demonstrated in Figure 4-9, the viscous losses from the mechanical system increased with 

frequency, resulting in a decline in efficiency.  An increase in frequency has a larger effect on 

the work dissipated than an increase in the voltage; this indicates that the losses from the DEG 

are affected more by an inefficient mechanical system than by inefficient electromechanical 

coupling.  Also, the generated electrical energy per cycle increased with frequency, this is 

because the electrical losses include charge leakage through the membrane and reverse leakage 

through the diodes which are dependent on the system voltage rather than current [62].  When 
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the frequency was increased, the power generated by the DEG became proportionally larger than 

electrical system losses.  

 

The maximum efficiency of the system was only 6.4%.  The system was estimated to have an 

efficiency of 84% if there were no viscous losses from the mechanical system.  Furthermore this 

figure could be improved if the system’s electrical losses decreased.  Three sources of electrical 

losses are the voltage drop and reverse current leakage of the diodes, resistance of the electrodes, 

and charge leakage through the membrane.  Given the high efficiency of the electrical system, 

the self-priming circuit design shows promise for creating efficient DEG if a less viscous 

material is chosen.  Furthermore, if the material is not electrically lossy, and low resistance 

electrodes are used, the efficiency of the electrical system can be further improved.   

 

There are a number of potential sources of loss in the electrical system.  The maximum forward 

voltage of the diodes is 3V, so this is probably not a major source of losses.  However, the GP02-

40 diodes used in this study have a rated reverse current of 5µA at a voltage of 4kV.  

Considering the 5GΩ load will only sink 0.4µA at a DEG voltage of 2kV, it is highly feasible 

that more power was dissipated through the diodes than through the load.  These losses could be 

reduced by simply selecting diodes with better reverse characteristics or they would become less 

significant if used with a DEG that produces more power, such as the examples in Figure 4-7 

where the energy per cycle increased with deformation frequency.  The DEG could also be 

scaled up to a larger size so that it produced more energy at each stroke.  In Chapters 5 and 6 of 

this thesis self-priming systems are produced using diodes that exhibit a lower rated reverse 

current. 

 

In this study, the largest amount of energy generated from a single stroke was 0.85mJ.  Since the 

active DEG membrane weighed 0.3g, this corresponds to an energy density of 2.8mJ/g.  As 

discussed in Chapter 2, Pelrine et al. reported a much higher experimental energy density of 

400mJ/g using a VHB4905/10 dielectric material, but their operating conditions were not 

specified [31].  Koh et al. estimated the maximum achievable energy density of a hypothetical 

DEG material to be approximately 2700mJ/g using a theoretical generation cycle bounded by 

DEG failure limits [71].  It should be noted that the work described in this chapter was intended 
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to demonstrate the action of the SPC and not to optimize energy production, so the DEG was 

operated very conservatively.  The maximum electric field was limited to 56MV/m and the 

maximum active area stretch to 1.6, while Koh et al. used a maximum electric field of 300MV/m 

and an area stretch 25 for their model [71].   

 

There are a number of avenues for improving the energy density of the self-priming DEG system 

presented in this chapter.  First, the DEG design could be considerably improved.  As discussed 

in Chapter 3, the diaphragm DEG design used in this study has an inhomogeneous stretch field, 

so when the stretch limit is reached in the highest strain regions, much of the membrane is still in 

a significantly lower stretch state with a correspondingly low energy density.  For instance, the 

maximum area stretch was 1.6, whereas the average area stretch was 1.4.    Second, the load 

impedance could be matched to optimize power transfer.  Third, the trend illustrated in Figure 

4-7 for increased energy production with frequency suggests we could increase the energy 

density by deforming the DEG at a higher frequency.  Fourth we could use diodes with better 

reverse current characteristics.  And lastly, the self-priming circuit could be optimized.  The 

number of stages in the self-priming circuit influences the amount of time that the charge on the 

DEG is held constant, also, the relative capacitance of the self-priming circuit influences how 

much charge flows to and from the DEG.  In the next chapter the modelling tools from Chapter 3 

are used to find an optimal SPC for a specific DEG. 

 

One limitation of the self-priming circuit is that it requires the DEG to produce a minimum 

voltage swing.  To explain this, a schematic of the voltage waveform across a DEG in a self-

priming system is given in Figure 4-10.  Iskandarani et al. presented a similar analysis of an ideal 

DEG system that does not self-prime [46].  There is always charge on the DEG when the self-

priming circuit is used.  When the capacitance of the DEG increases its voltage drops, conversely 

its voltage increases when the capacitance decreases.  However, the SPC toggles between two 

states, the high voltage form and the high charge form.  The diodes in the SPC control the current 

so that it can only flow from the SPC to the DEG when the SPC is in the high charge state.  

Current flows in the other direction only if the SPC is in its high voltage state.  Current will only 

flow down a voltage gradient, so it flows if the DEG voltage is above that of the SPC high 

voltage form (VHV) or below that of the high charge SPC form (VHC).  When the DEG is at an 
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intermediate voltage, no current will flow between the SPC and DEG.  With reference to Figure 

4-10, during phase 2, current flows from the SPC in the high charge form (HCF) to the DEG.  

During phase 4, current flows from the DEG to the SPC in the high voltage form (HVF).  During 

phases 1 and 3 the DEG voltage is in the “dead zone” between the two SPC voltages and no 

current flows.  The DEG voltage is discontinuous when it transitions into and out of the dead 

zone because the SPC stops supplying or draining charge from the DEG.  The 4 phases of the 

self priming system are as follow: 

 

1. The DEG is deformed so that its capacitance increases and voltage drops, but no current 

is allowed to flow from the SPC to the DEG because VHV >VDEG>VHC. 

2. The DEG continues to deform, but now VDEG<VHC, so current flows from the SPC to the 

DEG.   

3. The deformation of the DEG is relaxed so that its capacitance decreases and voltage 

increases, but no current is allowed to flow because VHV >VDEG>VHC. 

4. The relaxation of the DEG continues, but now VDEG>VHV, so current flows from the DEG 

to the SPC. 

Figure 4-10:  Schematic of self-priming DEG output waveform.  Phase 1 and 3 are dead 

zones and current flows between the DEG and Self-priming circuit in phases 2 and 4. 
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In phases 1 and 3, we see that the system has “dead zones” where no charge is transferred 

between the self-priming circuit and DEG until the voltage swing reaches a critical level.  The 

required proportional voltage swing before current can flow is reduced if a smaller portion of the 

capacitor bank is transitioned, this can be achieved by designing the self-priming circuit with a 

larger number of stages. 

 

It should be noted that power can be transferred to the load throughout the generation cycle, even 

in the dead zones of the cycle.  This means that when the mechanical deformations of the DEG 

are not large enough to enable the system to self-prime, generated power can still be delivered to 

the load. 

 

No effort is made in this thesis to regulate or convert the generated power to drive consumer 

devices.  However, there are potential uses for the DEG energy in its raw form.  The 

experimental system described in Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 is essentially a demonstration of a 

DEG based high voltage transformer.  The transformer required an initial input of 10V to prime 

the DEG which was deformed using an electromagnetic actuator that can be driven using a 

similar voltage to produce a high voltage output from the DEG.  A low mass system could 

potentially be produced by replacing the electromagnetic Servo Tube actuator with a Dielectric 

Elastomer Actuator (DEA), but then the system would require a relatively high voltage input to 

drive the DEA.  

 

The high voltage output of the DEG system could be used to drive a DEA, effectively forming a 

mechanical transformer.  As demonstrated in Figure 4-6, the mechanical energy deforming the 

DEG is converted into voltage fluctuations, these fluctuations can be used to drive a DEA.  

Videos of two examples of mechanical DE transformers are included on the DVD supplied with 

this thesis.  The video “DEMES_DET.avi” illustrates the conversion of linear diaphragm DEG 

motion into the flapping of a bending dielectric elastomer actuator.  The linear motion of a 

diaphragm DEG is converted to an area expansion of an expanding dot DEA in the video 

“Face_DET.avi”. 
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4.5. Chapter summary 

A DEG system was developed that was able to self-prime itself with additional charges to 

recover losses.  When the power consumed by the electrical load was less than that produced by 

the DEG, it was able to boost its voltage to a level where it was able to operate more efficiently. 

The system was presented in a generalized form that enables this voltage boosting under smaller 

deformations than previously possible.   

 

The voltage boosting feature provides an opportunity to produce dielectric elastomer based 

transformers that either convert the mechanical input to a DEG into a separate mechanical output 

of a DEA, or converts the electrical input of an actuator into a separate electrical output of the 

DEG.  

  

This study fills the void in DEG literature for highly reproducible experimental DEG system 

analysis.  Although the measured energy density and conversion efficiency were low, it is 

estimated that efficiencies of up to 84% could be achieved when primed at 2kV if a purely elastic 

material with no losses was used.  This could be further improved by using lower resistance 

electrodes and a less lossy dielectric and diodes.  Energy density could be considerably improved 

through further development of the DEG itself and careful design of the self-priming circuit.  

The modelling tools developed in Chapter 3 are used in the next chapter to determine the optimal 

self-priming circuit configuration and capacitance for a given DEG design and operating 

conditions. 
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5  
Self-Priming DEG 

Optimisation 
An objective of this thesis was to produce DEG modelling tools to optimize and gain an 

improved understanding of DEG systems.  In the previous chapter we presented a generalised 

form of the SPC that provides a wide range of possible configurations.  The size of the SPC 

capacitor bank was configurable to enable circuits that can self-prime under smaller proportional 

voltage swings than the previous requirement of 1.5.  A high impedance load was applied to the 

DEG experimentally tested in Chapters 3 and 4, reducing how the load affects the charge state.  

In a real system, the load may drain a significant amount of charge influencing energy 

production.  Because of the self-priming DEG system’s nonlinear nature, the choice of 

configuration and its design would be greatly facilitated by a design tool that analyses the 

interactions of the DEG mechanism with its priming circuit and electrical load.   

 

Two coupled electro-mechanical models of a DEG system were developed and experimentally 

validated in Chapter 3.  These models are further developed in this chapter to simulate SPC-DEG 

systems. The design tools are then used to optimise specific SPC-DEG systems and find general 

design rules for optimizing energy production and the rate at which a system can voltage boost.  
 

 

5.1. Model development and validation 

The models developed in Chapter 3 are modified in this section for the simulation of SPC-DEG.  

The forms of the two electro-mechanical models are described in this section, followed by their 

experimental validation.  The first model uses LT-Spice to simulate the system in an electrical 

domain model.  The second model consists of a lumped multiphysics model (Simulink) of the 

electrical system including a SPC together with an electromechanical FEA model of a DEG.  The 
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coupled models were experimentally validated and then the lumped multiphysics model was 

used to determine the SPC configuration and capacitance that optimises the speed at which a 

diaphragm DEG voltage boosts.   

 
5.1.1. Electrical domain SPC-DEG model 

As noted in Chapter 3, the system’s circuit topology can be modified in the electrical domain 

model by simply dragging and dropping components into the LT-Spice schematic.  This was 

done to produce the electrical domain model of a two stage self-priming system which is given in 

Figure 5-1.  For simplicity, the subcircuits for simulating the DEG hub displacement, 

capacitance, and charge are not included in this figure.  These subcircuits were identical to those 

illustrated in Figure 3-2. 

 
Figure 5-1:  An electrical domain model of a 2 stage self-priming DEG system. 

 
 
5.1.2. Lumped multiphysics SPC-DEG model 

The modifications required for the lumped multiphysics model to simulate SPC-DEG are 

described in this subsection.  A schematic of the general lumped multiphysics model is given in 

Figure 5-2.  The system consists of a DEG in parallel with a self-priming circuit (S-P C) and a 

resistive load (Rload).  The currents, iser and ir, were calculated in the model using Ohm’s law as 

described in equations 5-1 and 5-2.  The currents represented are the series current (iser) which is 

the current flowing between the SPC and DEG, and the current that is supplied to the resistive 

load (ir).   A value of 100kΩ was used for the equivalent series resistance (Resr) between the DEG 

and SPC which represents the resistance of the DEG electrodes.  VDEG and VSPC represent the 

DEG and SPC voltage, respectively. 
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Figure 5-2:  Schematic of the lumped multiphysics DEG system model implemented in 

Simulink. 
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Both the DEG and SPC were initially charged so that both VDEG and VSPC (in its high voltage 

form) were equal to 1000V at a simulation time (t) of zero.  The DEG capacitance varied with 

time according to equation 3-11 and the charge on the DEG (QDEG) and SPC (QSPC) were 

calculated using equations 5-3 and 5-4. 
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The charge state of the SPC in its equivalent high charge form was tracked using equation 5-4.  

The relationships given in equations 5-5 to 5-9 were used to scale the SPC capacitance, charge 

state, and voltage appropriately when it toggled to the high voltage form. The capacitance of a 

SPC in its high charge form (CHC) is higher than that of the high voltage form (CHV) and can be 

related by a toggling ratio (α).   Equation 5-6 can be used to relate the toggling ratio to the SPC 

order (n), which was described in equation 4-1. 

 

 2αHVHC CC =  5-5 

   

 
n

n 1+=α
 

5-6 

 

When the SCP toggles state the energy in the system is conserved so that: 
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HCHVHVHV VCVC α=  5-7 

 

Rearranging (5-7) we get: 
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By considering that the charge on a capacitor can be related to its charge through Q=CV, using 

equations 5-5, and 5-8 the charge in the SPC when toggling between the high voltage and high 

charge forms can be related using equation 5-9: 
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An SPC DEG system has three states during operation.  The state is determined by the relative 

voltages of the SPC and DEG.  These states include the high charge form (VDEG<VHC) where 

current flows to the DEG from the SPC, the high voltage form (VDEG>αVHC) where current flows 

from the DEG to the SPC, and the dead-zone (VHC <VDEG<  αVHC) where no current flows 

between the DEG and SPC.   

 

The voltage and charge of the SPC were calculated using equations 5-8 and 5-9 for each state 

and are summarised in Table 5-1.  The table highlights that the SPC voltage was set to the DEG 

voltage within the dead zone.  In reality the SPC does not behave like this, but for modelling 

purposes it prevents current flow between the DEG and SPC during dead-zone operation.  The 

Simulink schematic of this model is given in Appendix D. 

 

Table 5-1:  A summary of the SPC charge and voltage modelled for the three states. 

Relative voltage 
HCDEG VV <  HCDEG VV α>  << DEGHC VV HCVα  

SPC voltage 
HCV  HCVα  DEGV  

SPC charge state 
HCQ  αHCQ  HCQ  

 

5.1.3.  Model validation
 

  

Experimental validation was carried out against simulations of the system illustrated in Figure 

5-3.  The SPC was identical to that used in Chapter 4 and the DEG was identical to that used for 

experimental validation of the models in Chapter 3.  The DEG was initially primed to 1kV and 

the relay was opened as the inner hub was displaced to 18mm over a single 2Hz sinusoidal 

profile.  An initial priming voltage of 1kV was used as it was sufficiently large for obtaining a 

good signal to noise ratio from the 5GΩ sensor and the DEG operated well within its failure 

limits.  As described in Chapter 3, the custom LabVIEW program “DEG_Experiment_v6.vi” 

was used to control the relay and Servo Tube and acquire the output of the high voltage sensor.  

The FEA derived function given in Chapter 3, describing the capacitance of the diaphragm DEG 

was used in the system level models and the voltage sensor’s load resistance (Rload) of 5GΩ was 

used. 

 



 

Figure 5-3:  Schematic of 

consisted of a DEG placed in parallel with the self priming circuit, 5G

sensor, and power supply which primed the DEG to an initial voltage of 1000V through a 

relay which opened at the start of the deformation cycle.  

 

An excellent qualitative match between the experimental and simulated cycle is demonstrated in 

Figure 5-4.  Figure 5-4a demonstrates that the models match well.  

determined diaphragm DEG voltage 

the output of the lumped multiphysics

voltage dropped during the first half of the cycle because the DEG capacitance increased as it 

was stretched.  During the second half

increased.  The discontinuity visible on the modelled plot at appro

SPC toggling to the high charge form, the transition to the high voltage form 

evident at approximately 320ms.  

they represented either an entry or exit o

and DEG stopped or began.  It shou

the initial priming voltage of 1000V, this is an example of a self

in voltage boost mode.   
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 the electrical system used for model validation

consisted of a DEG placed in parallel with the self priming circuit, 5G

sensor, and power supply which primed the DEG to an initial voltage of 1000V through a 

the start of the deformation cycle.   

An excellent qualitative match between the experimental and simulated cycle is demonstrated in 

a demonstrates that the models match well.  A plot of the experimentally 

voltage (marked VDEG in Figure 5-3) versus time 

the output of the lumped multiphysics model of the same system in Figure 

voltage dropped during the first half of the cycle because the DEG capacitance increased as it 

uring the second half, the deformation was relaxed so the system voltage 

increased.  The discontinuity visible on the modelled plot at approximately 120ms is due to the 

SPC toggling to the high charge form, the transition to the high voltage form 

evident at approximately 320ms.  The slope of the waveform had these discontinuities because 

they represented either an entry or exit of the dead-zone where charge transfer between the SPC 

It should be noted that the voltage at the end of the cycle 

the initial priming voltage of 1000V, this is an example of a self-priming DEG system operating 

 

for model validation.  The system 

consisted of a DEG placed in parallel with the self priming circuit, 5GΩ high voltage 

sensor, and power supply which primed the DEG to an initial voltage of 1000V through a 

An excellent qualitative match between the experimental and simulated cycle is demonstrated in 

lot of the experimentally 

versus time is compared with 

Figure 5-4b.  The system 

voltage dropped during the first half of the cycle because the DEG capacitance increased as it 

the deformation was relaxed so the system voltage 

ximately 120ms is due to the 

SPC toggling to the high charge form, the transition to the high voltage form was similarly 

The slope of the waveform had these discontinuities because 

zone where charge transfer between the SPC 

d be noted that the voltage at the end of the cycle was above 

priming DEG system operating 

VDEG 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5-4:  A comparison between the electrical domain (LT Spice) and lumped 

multiphysics (Simulink) model outputs (a).  The lumped multiphysics (continuous line) and 

experimentally measured system voltage versus time are also given (b).  Experimental 

measurements are illustrated using the gray dots (36 data points for each time increment).   

 

The experimental data and the lumped multiphysics model’s prediction of the DEG voltage also 

had a good quantitative match.  The error between voltage waveforms determined from the 

experimental average (Vexperiment) and the lumped multiphysics model was calculated using 

equation 5-10.  A plot of this error is given in Figure 5-5, which has a maximum of 8.7%.  This 

maximum error of 8.7% is a good result, considering the generators were all hand fabricated.  

Figure 5-4b and Figure 5-5 show that the model underestimated the voltage when the DEG was 

stretched and overestimated the voltage when it was relaxed, this infers that the capacitance 

swing was not as large as that predicted by the model.  This could be the result of a small 

systematic fabrication error when painting the electrodes or alternatively there may have been a 

small error between the Servo Tube position and its setpoint.  Other features of Figure 5-5 are the 

peaks at 120ms and 320ms which correspond to the instances where the SPC toggled states.  

These peaks may be the result of a slight time lag during data acquisition, so that the SPC toggles 

were not measured until a sample point after their occurance. 
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Figure 5-5:  The error between the lumped multiphysics model and experimental data. 
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5.2. SPC optimization goal 

To demonstrate the utility of the modelling tools developed in this chapter and provide a better 

understanding of the potential of SPC-DEG, a series of optimization studies are carried out in the 

following sections.  Four case studies are carried out to determine optimal SPC designs for 

voltage boosting and energy production with and without an external resistive load.  The 

objective of the optimizations is to find the optimal SPC high charge capacitance (CHC) and 

configuration, determined by the toggling ratio (α) that maximizes either voltage boosting or 

energy production.  In summary, the goal is to determine the toggling ratios and capacitances 

given in Table 5-2. 

 

Table 5-2:  A summary of the optimization goals. 

 No Load Load 

Voltage Boosting 
?=α

 ?=HCC  
?=α

 ?=HCC  

Energy Production 
?=α

 ?=HCC  
?=α

 ?=HCC  
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5.3. SPC design for optimal voltage boost 

The lumped multiphysics model was used to design DEG systems for voltage boosting at an 

optimal rate.  First, a range of systems with no external electrical load were optimized.  The lack 

of an external load simplified the problem to an ideal DEG.  General design rules for optimal 

voltage boosting were determined for this simplified case.  In the second sub-section, the optimal 

design rules were verified, highlighting the output of the optimized system on a landscape of 

other SPC design outputs.  This demonstrated that the output of the optimized system 

corresponded to the peak of this landscape.  An optimal solution was compared experimentally 

with a suboptimal SPC in a hand-pumped DEG in the third subsection, demonstrating that the 

optimized system voltage boosted faster.  The influence of an electrical load was considered in 

the fourth subsection, demonstrating that the optimal SPC design varied with the electrical load. 

 

5.3.1. General SPC design rules for rapid voltage boosting 

The lumped multiphysics model was used to find general design rules for optimizing an SPC 

configuration and capacitance for rapid voltage boosting.  To do this, the model was used to find 

the optimal CHC and α for voltage boosting DEG over single cycles, with a range of capacitance 

profiles and no electrical load (Rload=∞).  This optimization goal is highlighted in Table 5-3.  The 

lumped multiphysics model was called from the MATLAB function fminsearch, a derivative free 

simplex search method [107], with the objective of finding CHC and α that maximizes the voltage 

at the end of the cycle.  For simplicity, this study was limited to sinusoidal capacitance profiles.  

The capacitance profiles consisted of a single sinusoidal oscillation at a frequency of 2Hz 

between (30-k)nF and (30+k)nF (i.e. a sine wave with a DC offset of 30 and magnitude k) where 

the values for k ranged between 2 and 20 in increments of 2.  The MATLAB scripts used for this 

optimization are attached in Appendix E.  General design rules for optimizing the rate at which 

an SPC-DEG voltage boosts were obtained by intuitive observation of the optimized solutions.   

 
Table 5-3:  This subsection focuses on optimal design for voltage boosting with no load. 

 No Load Load 

Voltage Boosting 
?=α

 ?=HCC  
?=α

 ?=HCC  

Energy Production 
?=α

 ?=HCC  
?=α

 ?=HCC  
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It was found that the optimal CHC and α for voltage boosting can be related to the DEG 

capacitance profile using equations 5-11 and 5-12, respectively.  By designing an SPC using 

these equations, the capacitance of deformed DEG matches that of the SPC in its high charge 

form and the toggling ratio ensures the capacitance of the high voltage form SPC matches that of 

the relaxed DEG. A schematic of a DEG capacitance profile is given in Figure 5-6 with the 

optimal SPC equivalent high charge and high voltage capacitances illustrated with a red dashed 

line and green dashed line, respectively.  This can be explained by considering the DEG and SPC 

simply as two capacitors in parallel; the energy will take on the highest voltage form if the two 

capacitances are matched.   

 

 dHC CC =  5-11 

 

 
r

d

C

C=α  
5-12 

 

 

 

Figure 5-6:  An illustration of the optimal SPC high charge (CHC) and high voltage (CHV) 

form capacitances for voltage boosting. 
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5.3.2. Verification of voltage boosting design rules 

Design rules based on equations 5-11 and 5-12 were used along with the FEA model to design 

the optimal SPC for rapid voltage boosting with a diaphragm DEG.  The DEG consisted of 

110mm outer diameter VHB4905 membranes with 50mm, 70mm, and 90mm inner hub 

diameters.  The FEA model was used to determine the rest capacitance of the DEG, with an 

equibiaxial area prestretched of 9, and the capacitance at the highest hub displacement before the 

maximum principal stretch reached 8.  This maximum stretch criteria was based on the fact that 

Pei was able to experimentally demonstrate the actuation of a dielectric elastomer actuator that 

had a maximum principal stretch above 8 [110].  As discussed in Chapter 3, diaphragm DEG 

capacitance has a minimal dependence on voltage, therefore it was considered acceptable to 

neglect this coupling for this comparison. 

 

The relative ability of each DEG to voltage boost was assessed using the lumped multiphysics 

model.  The DEG were initially primed to 1kV at their rest capacitance, and then the capacitance 

was sinusoidally cycled to their peak capacitance and back over a period of 0.5 seconds.  The 

deformed and relaxed capacitances along with the corresponding hub displacement (Dmax) and 

optimal final voltage (Vf) are given in Table 5-4.   

 

Table 5-4:  A summary of the voltage boosting performance of 110mm outer diameter DEG 

with inner diameters of 50, 70, and 90mm, initially primed at 1kV. 

Inner diameter Cr (nF) Cd (nF) Dmax (mm) Vf (V) 

50mm 4.8 17.5 49.5 1108 

70mm 3.6 17.5 39.5 1165 

90mm 2.0 13.1 23.5 1236 

 

Table 5-4 demonstrates that the 90mm inner diameter DEG can achieve the greatest voltage 

boost of the three DEG in this case study.  A single cycle voltage boost of 23.6% was predicted 

for this DEG with CHC=13.1nF and α=2.55.   

 

Figure 5-7 demonstrates the influence of the SPC capacitance and toggling ratio on voltage 

boosting.  To produce this plot, a single cycle of the 90mm inner diameter DEG up to a 
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maximum stroke of 23.5mm was simulated in SPC with a range of α (from 1 to 4 in increments 

of 0.1) and CHC (0.6 to 59.4nF in increments of 1.2nF) values.  Using the approach presented in 

Chapter 3, the FEA model was used to determine equation 5-13, a relationship describing the 

capacitance (C, in nF) of the 90mm inner diameter DEG as a function of hub displacement (d, in 

mm) and voltage (V, in V).   

 

The model was used to predict the voltage of these systems at the end of a cycle with an initial 

priming voltage of 1kV.  The green star highlights the optimal solution found using equations 

5-11 and 5-12.  This plot verifies that the optimal solution corresponds well with the local 

maximum. 

 

 29224 105605.1100000.2106331.70011.2 VddC −−− ×+×+×−=  5-13 

 

 

 

Figure 5-7: Final Voltage as a function of SPC high charge capacitance (CHC) and toggling 

ratio (α).  The optimal solution is highlighted with the green star. 
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5.3.3. Experimental demonstration of voltage boosting 

A hand-pumped diaphragm DEG was used to demonstrate the use of this optimization strategy in 

a real system.  This system is pictured in Figure 5-8, with an outer diameter of 110mm and inner 

diameter of 90mm.  The order of the generalized SPC was constrained to only take on integer 

values, with reference to equation 5-6, n must be a positive integer.  Under these restrictions, a 

toggling ratio of 2 is the closest to the optimal solution of 2.55 that can be achieved with the 

generalized SPC.   

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5-8:  The hand-pumped SPC DEG in its rest state (a) and deformed state (b). 

 

A schematic of the electrical system is given in Figure 5-9.  The solar array initially primed the 

system to approximately 30V through a high voltage diode which protected the array from high 

DEG voltages.  The SPC was a 1-stage configuration with a toggling ratio of 2, and it took on a 

capacitance of 13.2nF in its high charge form.  The spark gap was set to arc at approximately 

1500V.  A 47pF capacitor was placed in parallel with the spark gap to provide a charge reservoir 

for rapid discharging through the spark gap.  This increased the visibility of the spark whilst the 

capacitance was not large enough to sink a significant amount of charge from the SPC-DEG 

system.  Charge was transferred from the SPC-DEG system to the spark-gap capacitor through a 

high voltage diode and a 75MΩ resistor.  The diode ensured that the spark-gap capacitor’s 

voltage followed the peak of the SPC-DEG system as it was voltage boosted.  The 75MΩ resistor 

limited the current from the SPC-DEG system to the spark gap as it arced, reducing the drop in 

DEG voltage. The SPC and DEG were fully discharged before each experiment. 
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Figure 5-9:  A schematic of the hand pumped DEG electrical system. 

 
The hand-pumped DEG was cyclically deformed between its rest state and a stroke of 23.5mm 

which was limited by the white ring on the inner hub shown in Figure 5-8.  As documented in the 

video “Optimal_handPump.avi” featured on the DVD supplied with this thesis, the optimized 

hand-pumped DEG required 27 pumps for the DEG voltage to reach 1500V and spark.  This 

experiment was repeated with the non-optimal 2-stage (α=1.5) SPC illustrated in Figure 5-3 

instead of the optimized 1-stage SPC.  As shown in the video “2Stage_handPump.avi”, which is 

also supplied on the DVD, the un-optimized system required 37 pumps to reach the 1500V 

spark-gap threshold. 

 

5.3.4. Voltage boosting with an electrical load 

The examples given so far in this case study have considered SPC-DEG systems that were not 

connected to electrical loads.  The system’s ability to voltage boost was optimized for the 90mm 

inner diameter DEG with a range of load resistances, to assess the influence of an electrical load.  

This optimization goal is highlighted in Table 5-5.  The lumped multiphysics model was called 

from the MATLAB function fminsearch with the objective of finding CHC and α that maximises 

the voltage at the end of the cycle where the DEG hub was sinusoidally displaced from rest to 

23.5mm and back.  This optimization was repeated with the DEG connected to a resistive load 

that ranged from 500MΩ to 5GΩ in increments of 500MΩ. 
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Table 5-5:  This subsection focuses on optimal design for voltage boosting with a resistive 

load. 

 No Load Load 

Voltage Boosting r

d

C

C=α
 

dHC CC =  

?=α
 ?=HCC  

Energy Production 
?=α

 ?=HCC  
?=α

 ?=HCC  

 

Figure 5-10 to Figure 5-12 demonstrate that the optimal SPC toggling ratio and CHC are a 

function of load resistance.  The design rules given in equations 5-11 and 5-12 are only optimal 

for the case where the DEG has no electrical load.  As the resistance decreases, the charge 

transferred from the system to the load increases.  The optimal SPC capacitance increases to 

counteract this, reducing the voltage drop due to this charge loss.  Also, because charge is 

transferred out of the SPC-DEG system, the final voltage decreases with decreasing load 

resistance.  Another contributor to this reduction in final voltage is that an increase in SPC 

capacitance reduces the voltage swing because more charge is required to raise the SPC to the 

same voltage.  As the voltage swing reduces, the optimal toggling ratio decreases by a small 

amount.  When the toggling ratio decreases, the dead-zone becomes smaller, this allows a larger 

portion of the cycle for transferring charge between the DEG and SPC.  

 

 

Figure 5-10:  Optimal toggling ratio (α) versus load resistance for voltage boosting the 

110mm outer diameter, 90mm inner diameter DEG. 
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Figure 5-11:  Optimal high charge SPC capacitance, (CHC) versus load resistance for 

voltage boosting the 110mm outer diameter, 90mm inner diameter DEG.  

 

 

Figure 5-12:  Predicted final voltage versus resistance for a 110mm outer diameter, 90mm 

inner diameter DEG with an optimized SPC. 
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5.4. SPC design for energy production 

The lumped multiphysics model was used in this section to design SPC that optimize DEG 

energy production.  First a range of systems with no external electrical load were optimized.  

This lack of external load simplified the problem.  General design rules for optimal energy 

production are determined for no load in the first part of this section.  In the second sub-section, 

the optimal design rules are verified, highlighting the output of the optimized system on a 

landscape of other SPC design outputs.  This demonstrated that the output of the optimized 

system correspond to the peak of this landscape.  The influence of an electrical load is 

considered in the third subsection, demonstrating that the optimal SPC designs vary with the 

electrical load and that maximum energy is produced in the case where the DEG had no resistive 

load.  The influence of initial priming voltage is investigated in the fourth subsection and the 

optimal energy density of a diaphragm DEG is predicted. 

 

5.4.1. General SPC design rules for energy production 

The lumped multiphysics model was used to find general design rules for optimizing an SPC 

configuration and capacitance for energy production.  The validated model was used to do this 

by finding the optimal SPC high voltage capacitance (CHV) and toggling ratio (α) for a self-

priming circuit coupled to a DEG producing a sinusoidal capacitance profile.  A range of 

capacitance profiles at 2Hz were used, with an initial voltage of 1kV.  As in the previous section 

this optimization was carried out for DEG with capacitances fluctuating between (30-k)nF and 

(30+k)nF, where the values for k ranged between 2 and 20 in increments of 2.  The design rules 

were determined for a system with no external load.  This optimization goal is highlighted in 

Table 5-6.  The lumped multiphysics model was called from the MATLAB function fminsearch 

with the objective of finding CHV and α that maximized the increase in energy stored in the 

system at the end of the cycle.  Equation 5-14 was used to calculate the change in energy stored 

in the system at the end of the cycle.  General design rules for optimal energy production were 

obtained by intuitive observation of the optimized solutions.   
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Table 5-6:  This subsection focuses on optimal design for energy production with no load. 

 No Load Load 

Voltage Boosting r

d

C

C=α
 

dHC CC =  

))(,( tCloadf DEG=α
 ))(,( tCloadfC DEGHC =  

Energy Production 
?=α

 ?=HCC  
?=α

 ?=HCC  
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2
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r
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HV
Store VV

C
VV

C
E −+−=∆  5-14 

 

It was found that the optimal CHC and α for voltage boosting can be related to the DEG 

capacitance profile using equations 5-15 and 5-16, respectively.  By designing an SPC using 

these equations, the SPC toggles state when the DEG capacitance reaches the halfway point 

between that of the rest and deformed states.  The DEG capacitance at which the SPC toggles is 

highlighted in Figure 5-13.  The SPC toggle state when the DEG capacitance passes through the 

red dashed line.  The system operates in the dead-zone when the DEG capacitance moves 

towards the toggling capacitance.  When the DEG capacitance is above the toggling capacitance 

and is increasing the SPC operates in the high charge form.  When the DEG capacitance is below 

the toggling capacitance and is decreasing the SPC operates in the high voltage form. 

 

 dHC CC >>  5-15 

 

 






 +=
r

rd

C

CC

2

1α  5-16 
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Figure 5-13:  A schematic of the optimal toggling capacitance for SPC-DEG energy 

production. 

 
These equations could be explained by considering the increase in the system’s stored energy.  

With no electrical load, all of the useful generated energy is stored on the DEG and SPC 

capacitors.  Equation 5-17 is a standard equation for calculating the energy stored (E) on a 

capacitor with a given amount of charge (Q) at a specified voltage (V).  To maximize energy in 

the system at the end of a DEG cycle the SPC needs to be designed so that the product of the 

system charge and increase in voltage is maximized. 

 

 
2

QV
E =  5-17 

 

The optimal toggling ratio toggles the SPC when the DEG capacitance passes through its DC 

offset point.  This ensures that the product of the charge transferred to the SPC and system 

voltage are maximized.  For instance if the SPC toggled state earlier more charge may be 

transferred to the SPC, but at a lower voltage, and if the toggle was later, less charge would be 

transferred.   
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A comparison between the behaviour of an optimal SPC and a sub-optimal SPC with no 

electrical load will be used to discuss the benefits of a large SPC capacitance.  This was done by 

simulating a DEG with the capacitance profile given in Figure 5-14.   

 

 

Figure 5-14:  DEG capacitance profile used to compare optimal and suboptimal SPC 

systems for energy production. 

 
Voltage versus time waveforms for DEG operating with an SPC optimized for energy production 

and an SPC with a capacitance that is much lower than optimal are compared in Figure 5-15.  

The area between the red dotted lines represents the dead-zone and the DEG voltage is given by 

the blue line.  The toggling ratio (α) determines the size of the dead-zone where no current flows 

between the DEG and SPC.  The upper and lower bounds of the dead-zone represent the 

equivalent SPC high voltage form (VHV) and high charge form (VHC) voltage, respectively.  The 

charge on the DEG is fixed when operating in the dead-zone because no current flows between it 

and the SPC.  As discussed in Chapter 4, current flows from the SPC to the DEG when the DEG 

voltage drops below the dead-zone, and current flows in the opposite direction when the DEG 

voltage climbs above the dead-zone.  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5-15:  Voltage versus time waveforms for the diaphragm DEG operating with an 

SPC optimized for energy production (a) and an SPC with a small capacitance (b).  The 

area between the red dotted lines represents the dead-zone. 

 

Figure 5-15 demonstrates that the SPC voltage lags the DEG voltage by a greater amount when 

the SPC capacitance is large.  This lag is beneficial as the DEG acts in actuator mode, converting 

electrostatic energy into mechanical work when its capacitance is increasing [31, 77].  By 

delaying the transfer, the portion of charge that loses electrical energy through this process is 

reduced.  Above the dead-zone, this lag maximizes the work transferred to the charge, as it 

retains a high portion of the charge on the DEG when operating in generator mode. 

 

Figure 5-15b demonstrates that the DEG reduces the SPC voltage significantly, when operating 

in actuator mode below the dead-zone.  When the DEG capacitance decreases (at time = 0.25 

seconds), it works in generator mode and the DEG voltage enters the dead-zone, which was 

reduced to a lower voltage when the SPC supplied charge to the DEG.  This reduction means that 

less charges are transferred to the DEG for it to perform work on, and because the threshold 

voltage (VHV) of the dead-zone’s upper boundary is decreased, the DEG begins to transfer charge 

to the SPC at a significantly lower potential than that of the SPC at the start of the cycle.   

 

The change in charge during the cycle from that initially stored on the SPC in its high voltage 

form is graphed in Figure 5-16 for the SPC with optimized and low capacitance.   The black 
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dashed line marks the charge state at the start of the cycle (no change).  The SPC charge takes 

longer to reach its initial value in the system with a low SPC capacitance, demonstrating that the 

sub-optimal system spends a larger portion of its time in generator mode restoring priming 

charges.  The optimal system produces a greater increase in SPC charge.  With reference to 

Figure 5-16b, this is because the DEG in the optimal system transfers its mechanical work to 

more charge, and then by comparing the charge remaining on the DEG in both systems at 

time=0.5s, it is able to transfer a much greater portion of these charges back to the SPC than the 

suboptimal system before its capacitance begins to increase at the start of the next cycle.  In 

summary, the optimal SPC supplies more charge to the DEG when it acts in generator mode, and 

reduces the charge on the DEG when it operates in actuator mode. 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5-16:  Change in charge versus time waveforms for the SPC (a) and diaphragm 

DEG (b) for SPC-DEG systems optimized for energy production (optimal) and with a 

smaller than optimal SPC capacitance (small). 

 

5.4.2. Verification of energy production design rules 

Figure 5-17 shows the energy production landscape for a diaphragm DEG over a range of SPC 

capacitance and toggling ratios.  The lumped multiphysics model was used together with the 

fminsearch function to find the optimal SPC for maximizing the energy produced from a single 

cycle of the 90mm inner diameter DEG, initially primed at 1kV and displaced to 23.5mm and 

back over a period of 0.5 seconds.  Equation 5-13, was again used to model the DEG 
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capacitance.  The optimal system was predicted to produce 15.2mJ at an initial priming voltage 

of 1kV with CHC=1.1F and α=3.75.  Figure 5-17 was produced by simulating the single DEG 

cycle for SPC with a range of α (from 1 to 4.8 in increments of 0.2) and CHC (1nF to 100F raising 

the capacitance by an order of magnitude with each increment) values.  The green star highlights 

the optimal solution found using the fminsearch function.  This plot illustrates that the optimal 

solution corresponds well with the local maximum.  Figure 5-17b shows the same function as 

illustrated in Figure 5-17a, but with the range of CHC reduced, illustrating that the energy 

production follows a sigmoid-shaped curve as CHC is increased.  It should be noted that the CHC 

axis has a logarithmic scale and the energy output plateaus once CHC is approximately three 

orders of magnitude larger than that of the DEG, so an SPC can be made close to optimal with a 

much smaller capacitance than that found by the optimisation routine.  The smaller, near-optimal 

CHC is more realistic for practical employment because the bulk and mass of the optimal 

solution’s capacitor bank would be unreasonably large compared to the DEG which had a rest 

capacitance of 2.2nF. 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5-17:  Energy change as a function of SPC high charge capacitance (CHC) and 

toggling ratio (α).  The landscapes for capacitances ranging from 1nF to 100F (a) and 1nF 

to 800µF (b) are shown.  The optimal solution is highlighted with the green star marker. 
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5.4.3. Energy production with an electrical load 

The preceding subsections optimized the energy production of SPC-DEG systems with no 

electrical load.  To assess the influence of an electrical load, energy production was optimized 

for the diaphragm DEG with a range of load resistances.  This optimization goal is highlighted in 

Table 5-7.  The lumped multiphysics model was called from the MATLAB function fminsearch 

with the objective of finding CHC and α for maximizing the energy produced by the DEG during 

a cycle where the hub was sinusoidally displaced from rest to 23.5mm and back.  This 

optimization was repeated with the DEG connected to a resistive load that ranged from 500MΩ 

to 5GΩ in increments of 500MΩ.  The energy production was calculated using equation 5-18.  

The power integral calculating the energy dissipated through the resistor was calculated within 

the lumped multiphysics model.  

 

 dt
R

tV
EE DEG

Store ∫+∆= )(2

 5-18 

 

Table 5-7:  This subsection focuses on optimal design for energy production with a resistive 

load. 

 No Load Load 

Voltage Boosting r

d

C

C=α
 

dHC CC =  

))(,( tCloadf DEG=α
 ))(,( tCloadfC DEGHC =  

Energy Production 
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dHC CC >>  

?=α
 ?=HCC  

 

Figure 5-18 demonstrates that the optimal SPC toggling ratio for energy production is load 

dependent.  The design rule given in equation 5-16 is only optimal for the case where the DEG 

has no electrical load.  Similar to the voltage boosting example, the optimal toggling ratio 

increases with resistance because the system’s voltage swing increases.   
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Figure 5-18:  Optimal toggling ratio (α) versus load resistance for 110mm outer diameter, 

90mm inner diameter DEG energy production. 

 
Figure 5-19 shows that the optimal capacitance fluctuates with load resistance because once it is 

sufficiently large variations of the capacitance do not significantly affect energy production.  As 

demonstrated in Figure 5-17, the optimal capacitance sits on a plateau where a change in 

capacitance by many orders of magnitude does not significantly change energy production.  In 

fact the optimization does not converge on the same optimal capacitance if the search starts from 

a different initial capacitance.  This is because fminsearch stops searching for an optimal solution 

once perturbations of the capacitance and toggling ratio produce a change in energy production 

that is less than a specified tolerance [107].  The energy does not vary significantly with 

capacitance along the plateau in Figure 5-17, so the solution is sufficiently optimal at any point 

along the plateau. 
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Figure 5-19:  Optimal high charge SPC capacitance (CHC) versus load resistance for 110mm 

outer diameter, 90mm inner diameter DEG energy production. 

 

Figure 5-20 shows that energy production increases with load resistance.  This is because the 

resistive load drains charge from the system.  This reduces the amount of charge that the DEG 

performs work on, decreasing energy production. 

 

 

Figure 5-20:  Predicted energy production versus resistance for a 110mm outer diameter, 

90mm inner diameter DEG with an optimized SPC. 
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5.5. Optimizing DEG energy density 

The optimization of the simulated system presents an opportunity to greatly increase its energy 

density.  The diaphragm consisted of a 90mm inner diameter, 110mm outer diameter annulus 

with a thickness of 56µm, corresponding to a volume of 0.175cm3.  When initially primed at 

1kV, the largest amount of energy that the system produced was 15.2mJ when there was no 

resistive load.  This corresponded to an energy density of 87mJ/cm3.  The energy optimization 

was repeated for initial priming voltages ranging from 200V to 2kV in 200V increments, giving 

the output energy versus initial priming voltage plot in Figure 5-21. 

 

 

Figure 5-21:  Optimal energy output versus initial priming voltage for the 90mm inner 

diameter, 110mm outer diameter diaphragm DEG. 

 

When the optimized system was initially primed at 2kV, the energy production increased to 

60.5mJ, corresponding to an energy density of 347mJ/cm3.  The deformation of diaphragm DEG 

is approximately uniaxial, so the maximum stretch state in the diaphragm was approximately 

8x3, meaning the DEG was stretched 8 times its original length in the radial direction and 

remained at the prestretched value of 3 times its original length in the circumferential direction.  

Since VHB4905 is incompressible the thickness (t) and thickness stretch (λt) can be related to the 

original thickness (t0), and circumferential (λc) and radial (λr) stretch using equation 5-19.  The 
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initial thickness of VHB 4905 is 500µm, therefore the minimum thickness of the fully displaced 

hub is 20.83µm.  This corresponds to a maximum electric field of 96MV/m at a DEG voltage of 

2kV, which is near the maximum limit for VHB4905 at an area stretch of 9 [21].  At its fully 

stretched state the DEG takes on VHC which is well below 2kV, and breakdown strength 

increases as it is stretched beyond an area stretch of 9 [21, 25, 112], so these operating conditions 

are relatively safe from dielectric breakdown.  
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5.6. Discussion 

It was highlighted in Chapter 4 that modelling tools were required to select the optimal SPC 

configuration and capacitance for a given DEG design, operating conditions, and desired output.  

Modelling tools capable of accurately simulating DEG within a self-priming system were 

presented in this chapter.  The shape of the voltage waveforms predicted by the models matched 

the experimental data well.  The maximum error between the modelled and experimental results 

was less than 9%.  This demonstrates that the models can simulate a complete DEG system with 

sufficient accuracy for assisting design choices.   

 
The lumped multiphysics model was used to determine general design rules for SPC design.  

Simple expressions as a function of the maximum and minimum DEG capacitance were found 

that determined the optimal capacitance and SPC order for the system to rapidly voltage boost or 

to maximize energy production.  In Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-17 the output of these optimal 

systems were compared with a range of other possible SPC designs, demonstrating that their 

outputs lie on their respective maxima.  The optimal SPC design for voltage boosting was not the 

same as that for maximum energy production, so the desired output of the system needs to be 

considered when designing the SPC. 

 
The design rules for optimizing voltage boost were applied to the design of a hand-pumped 

diaphragm DEG to minimize the number of pumps required to boost system voltage from the 

approximate 30V of a solar array up to the approximate 1.5kV required for a spark gap to arc.  
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The spark gap arced after 27 pumps using the optimized system, whereas 37 pumps were 

required from an un-optimized design.   

 

An application where rapid voltage boosting is desirable is harvesting energy from an 

intermittent source, with an intermittent load that drains a significant amount of charge.  An 

example of this was presented by Anderson et al. where DEG energy harvesters were proposed 

as a secondary energy source for the EcoBot, an autonomous robot that accumulates energy from 

the environment and then increases its activity when its energy sources exceed a threshold [114, 

115].  A fast boosting DEG-SPC system could be used to accumulate energy from gusts of wind, 

rapidly bringing the voltage up to a level where the DEG operates efficiently.  And when the 

robot consumes a burst of energy the DEG system voltage is reduced, but can be replenished 

quickly with the next gust of wind.  This high voltage energy source is intended to power 

dielectric elastomer actuators which provide a light weight, independently powered alternative 

for stirring and ejecting sludge for conditioning the EcoBot’s microbial fuel cells [116]. 

 

The optimal system for energy production requires a large SPC capacitance.  Because of this, the 

additional energy transferred to the system from the mechanical excitation of the DEG does not 

significantly boost the system voltage in a single cycle.  Care needs to be taken to ensure the 

SPC capacitance is sufficiently large to prevent charge transfer to the load significantly reducing 

system voltage during periods of quiescent DEG operation.  Alternatively the system could be 

disconnected from its load during these periods. 

 

Figure 5-20 highlights that energy production decreases with load resistance and that even very 

high impedance loads can significantly reduce energy production; in this case decreasing the 

impedance from 5GΩ to 500MΩ led to a large decrease in energy production.  The limitation to 

high impedance loads in this study has multiple reasons.  First, the DEG used in this study are 

very small scale, consisting of less than 1cm3 of active generator material, so they do not produce 

a large amount of power.  Second, this power is in a high voltage form which means that lower 

currents are required to produce a given power output.   
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Furthermore, DEG produce electrical energy by transferring work to electrical charges, a high 

impedance load prevents large amounts of charge from being transferred off the DEG before the 

work is transferred.  As highlighted in section 5.4.1, greater energy yields can be achieved if the 

charge on the DEG is maximised while the DEG is mechanically relaxed.  With this in mind, 

more energy will be available to drive a load if charge transfer is delayed until the end of the 

DEG cycle when the deformation is fully relaxed.  The spark gap circuit illustrated in Figure 5-9 

is an example of a load that does not sink charge until late in the cycle when the DEG is relaxed, 

energy is not transferred until the DEG voltage exceeds that of the spark gap capacitor. 

 

This chapter highlights that a highly configurable SPC is required for optimal performance 

because the toggling ratio has a large influence on performance.  Although the generalized SPC 

presented in this thesis meets its objective of enabling charge boosting from small deformations, 

the range of possible toggling ratios is coarsely discretised.  The optimal SPC often have a 

toggling ratio that does not, using equation 5-6, correspond to an SPC order that is an integer.  

This means that the optimal configuration can only be approximated with a single general SPC.  

 

One method for obtaining non-integer SPC orders is to place two generalized SPC in series and 

the result is a system that takes on an intermediate order.  An important consideration when 

placing generalized SPC in series is that the capacitances of each SPC are sized so that each SPC 

boosts charge by the same absolute amount when they toggle state.  If this is not done, the 

portion of the systems voltage stored on each SPC will drift so that the voltage across the SPC 

that toggles the largest amount of charge tends toward the total SPC voltage.  This means that the 

toggling ratio of the combined SPC will tend towards that of the SPC that toggles more charge.  

Development of a generalized SPC that can take on a wider range and higher resolution of 

toggling ratio values is an avenue for future work. 

 

5.7. Chapter summary 

System-level models were used to gain an understanding of how the SPC design parameters 

affect the DEG output.  The lumped multiphysics model was experimentally validated with a 
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self-priming DEG system and predicted the system voltage versus time profile with a maximum 

error of less than 9% from the experimental mean.   

 
The lumped multiphysics model was also used to design an SPC optimized for voltage boosting 

and a manually pumped DEG system was fabricated that sat near this optimum.  It boosted the 

DEG priming voltage from 30V up to 1.5kV in 27 cycles, whereas the original system produced 

without the use of these design tools required 37 pumps to achieve the same voltage boost.  

 
The model was used to design an SPC that maximized the energy harvested from the same DEG.  

General design rules were obtained for calculating the optimal SPC toggling ratio and 

capacitance as a function of DEG rest and deformed capacitances.  The general design rules were 

valid for DEG operating with no electrical load.  The lumped parameter model was needed to 

determine optimal SPC for the more complex case with the interaction of an electrical load.  The 

lumped parameter optimization predicted that an energy density of 347mJ/cm3 could be achieved 

with a diaphragm DEG-SPC system. 

 

These energy density calculations did not consider the bulk of the SPC electronics which were 

external to the DEG.  This bulk was considerably larger than the DEG themselves.  The function 

of the SPC is integrated onto the DEG membrane in Chapter 6, eliminating external electronics. 
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6  
Soft Dielectric Elastomer 

Generators 
Because of the requirement for relatively rigid and bulky priming circuitry, DEG cannot 

currently realize their full potential for flexibility, simplicity, and low mass.  All the self-priming 

circuits discussed previously require a number of diodes and an external capacitor bank to be 

connected to the generator.   

 

The integrated self-priming systems presented in this chapter are designed to eliminate this 

external circuitry.  First, a system is presented where the only components external to the 

generator membrane are a small number of diodes; then a system is demonstrated that does not 

require any components external to the DEG membrane.  The active DEG membranes are used 

to store priming charges instead of external capacitors, and a flexible high voltage switching 

technology called Dielectric Elastomer Switches (DES) is used to control DEG charging and 

discharging instead of diodes.  This reduction of external circuitry means that the energy density 

of the total system is closer to that of a DEG alone.  Also, this system presents the opportunity to 

produce fully soft DEG systems. 

 

6.1. Eliminating external SPC capacitors 

The SPC-DEG systems presented in Chapter 2, 4, and 5 essentially consisted of a DEG 

connected to a charge pump.  The charge pumps consisted of a bank of capacitors interconnected 

by diodes; these diodes toggled the capacitor bank between three configurations, high voltage, 

high charge, and dead-zone.  The function of the capacitors was to store energy.  In this chapter 

this energy storage function is carried out by the DEG instead of external capacitors.  In other 

words, DEG are integrated into the charge pump using their inherent capacitance to store energy 
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instead of using an external capacitor bank.  The feasibility of this approach is demonstrated by 

fabricating a single-stage integrated DEG system. 

 

The integrated self-priming circuit consisted of two pairs of DEG deformed 180 degrees out of 

phase, so that when one DEG pair was stretched, the other was relaxed. As illustrated in Figure 

6-1, this out of phase actuation was achieved with two Nyogel 756G carbon grease electrodes on 

each side of two membranes, forming two pairs of DEG.  These DEG pairs were fixed together 

at their inner hubs and their outer frames were separated by spacers.  This configuration was 

similar to the Universal Muscle Actuator commercially available from Artificial Muscles, inc 

[117].  When DEG 1 was stretched, DEG 2 was relaxed and vice versa. 

 

 

Figure 6-1:  The generator consisted of two pairs of DEG oscillated 180 degrees out of 

phase. 

 

In conventional electronics terms, the system could be described as two charge pumps consisting 

of variable capacitors operating 180o out of phase.  The mechanically induced capacitance 

oscillations provided additional energy and voltage fluctuations that were required for the charge 

pumps to operate. 

 

With reference to Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2, each DEG pair formed an SPC.  These two SPC 

were connected electrically in parallel.  When the inner hub was displaced upwards so that DEG 

2A and 2B were stretched, their capacitance increased while the capacitance of DEG 1A and 1B 
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decreased.  When the voltage of DEG 1A and 1B connected in a parallel configuration exceeded 

that across the stretched DEG 2A and 2B connected in series, the system’s diodes directed 

current from the relaxed parallel pair to the stretched series pair (Figure 6-2 left).  When the 

deformation was reversed, the diodes toggled the equivalent state of the system so that DEG 2A 

and 2B were in a parallel configuration and DEG 1A and 1B were in series, and current flowed in 

the opposite direction when the voltage of the parallel pair exceeded that of the series pair 

(Figure 6-2 right).  These toggles of state resulted in the energy generated by each pair of DEG 

being transitioned to a higher charge state when they supplied priming charges to the other pair, 

therefore the system acted as two SPC connected in parallel.   

 
 

 
Figure 6-2:  The integrated SPC-DEG system consists of two pairs of DEG.  When DEG 2 is 

stretched, DEG 1 is relaxed (left) and the voltage across DEG pair 1 exceeds that of DEG 

pair 2, so current flows from the parallel pair to the series pair.  When the deformation is 

reversed (right), the pairs toggle state and once the voltage across DEG pair 2 exceeds that 

of pair 1, current flows in the opposite direction.  The red arrows illustrate the direction of 

the current flow. 

 

The integrated SPC circuit diagram and a description of its operation is given in Figure 6-3.  The 

system was charged to 10V through a high voltage diode from the Initial Priming Reservoir 

(IPR) and a 5GΩ resistor ladder (Sensor) was used to monitor the DEG voltage during each 

cycle.  The inner hub of the DEG illustrated in Figure 6-1 was cycled sinusoidally at an 

amplitude of 19mm and frequency of 3Hz using the Copley Motions STB2504S Servo Tube.  
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The membrane consisted of 3M’s VHB4905 film equibiaxially prestretched to 9 times its initial 

area.  The DEG system contained ~0.35g of active material.  The same experimental platform 

and custom LabVIEW program as described in Chapter 4 (DEG_Experiment_v6.vi) were used to 

control the Servo Tube and monitor the DEG voltage and its force-displacement relationship.  

The Servo Tube cycled the DEG until the system voltage reached 2kV. 

 

 

(a) 

(b) (c) 

Figure 6-3:  A schematic of the electrical system which consisted of an initial priming 

reservior, integrated self-priming DEG and high voltage sensor connected in parallel (a).  

The red arrows indicate the flow of current as controlled by the diodes when DEG pair 1 is 

in the relaxed state (b) and when DEG pair 2 is in the relaxed state (c). 

 

The output of the experimental system is given in Figure 6-4.  Since the system consisted of two 

DEG pairs being cycled 180 degrees out of phase, two voltage peaks were produced per cycle.  
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This is demonstrated between the times of 3 and 4 seconds where six peaks are visible while the 

DEG was cycled at 3 Hz.  Figure 6-4 also demonstrates that this system rapidly voltage boosts.  

The output voltage increased from 10V to 2kV in 4.7 seconds, corresponding to 14.1 cycles. 

 

 

Figure 6-4:  Voltage output versus time for an integrated self-priming DEG deformed at 

3Hz. 

 

The energy output of the integrated SPC was calculated using the method described in Chapter 4 

(equations 4-3 and 4-4).  A maximum energy output of 4.4mJ was produced during the final 

stroke when the DEG voltage was maximised, corresponding to an energy density of 12.6mJ/g, 

and a power density of 37.8mW/g.  This energy density is comparable to the practical maximums 

for piezoelectric (17.7mJ/g), electrostatic (4mJ/g), and electromagnetic (4mJ/g) generators of 

similar size [12].  The energy density is superior to the 2.8mJ/g figure achieved for the self-

priming DEG system in Chapter 4.  A key difference from the previous results is the lower rated 

reverse current of the diodes (Voltage Multipliers M50UFG) used in this study, which reduces 

losses.  Also, the larger inner diameter DEG used here has a smaller active mass.  It should be 

noted that this energy density is far below a theoretical limit of 2700mJ/g presented by Koh et al. 

[118].  Strategies for bridging this gap were discussed in Chapter 4 including driving the DEG to 

higher electric fields, frequencies, and strokes, improved DEG design, and better electrical load 

matching.   
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The mass of the external power supply was not considered in the energy densities quoted above.  

This additional mass is reduced in the integrated self-priming system.  For instance, the mass of 

the components in the external capacitor bank of the SPC in Chapter 4 was 13.4g; this mass has 

been reduced to 1.26g in the similarly sized integrated self-priming system.  By including this 

external mass the energy density of the integrated SPC system becomes 2.7mJ/g whereas the 

energy density of the self-priming DEG system in Chapter 4 becomes 0.06mJ/g.   

 

The maximum power that an integrated system could produce using the same type of diodes is 

limited by the maximum rated forward current of the diodes.  The M50UFG diodes that were 

used in the integrated SPC-DEG are rated to withstand a forward current of 50mA [119].   

Whereas the maximum current through any of the diodes was estimated to be 70µA using the 

electrical domain model of the integrated SPC summarised in Figure 6-5. The full model is 

supplied in appendix F.  With reference to Figure 6-5, the diodes that conduct the highest current 

are D2 and D5; this is because they form the single conduction path through which charge is 

transferred onto each DEG pair, whereas the transfer of charge off each DEG pair is conducted 

through two diodes in parallel.   

 

The diodes could safely conduct a maximum current that is 714 times greater than that estimated 

for the experimentally demonstrated system. This maximum current occurred in the final cycle 

where it had an initial voltage of 1160V and produced the greatest amount of energy.  This 

means the diodes could safely operate in an integrated SPC under the same operating conditions 

with DEG that have a capacitance that is 714 times greater.  Such a system would produce 714 

times more energy in a stroke.  For instance, the system experimentally demonstrated in this 

chapter was predicted to produce 6.5mJ with no external load, whereas the system with a 

capacitance that is 714 times greater was expected to have an output of 4600mJ.  Furthermore a 

system was simulated in the electrical domain model that was operated at a higher initial voltage 

of 2kV and had a capacitance that was 413 times greater than that used in the experiment.  The 

simulated system was estimated to produce 8000mJ, over 1200 times more energy in a stroke 

with a peak rectified current of 50mA.  Therefore, no additional external mass would be required 

for an integrated SPC producing over three orders of magnitude more power and the mass of the 

diodes would become insignificant.  This means the system energy density would tend towards 
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that of the DEG membrane itself, whereas a significantly larger mass of capacitors would be 

required for a self-priming circuit with an external capacitor bank. 

 

 

Figure 6-5:  Electrical domain model of the integrated SPC described in Figure 6-3.  The 

DEG were modelled using the variable capacitor model introduced in Chapter 3.  The DEG 

within each pair had identical capacitance profiles. 

 
Figure 6-4, illustrates that the integrated system voltage boosted rapidly.  As discussed in 

Chapter 5, matching the capacitance of the SPC to that of the DEG is desirable for rapid voltage 

boosting.  Using equation 5-13, and assuming each DEG occupies half of the diaphragm 

illustrated in Figure 6-1, the capacitance of each DEG is 1.1nF in its rest state, and 6.1nF in its 

deformed state.  Since the DEG pair is placed in parallel in the relaxed state, it takes on a 

capacitance of 2.2nF; in the stretched state it takes on a series configuration and the capacitance 

of the pair is 3nF.  This means that the capacitances of the integrated SPC were closely matched.  

 

Using equation 4-5 it was determined that this integrated self-priming DEG system had a 

maximum efficiency of 7.8%, which is similar to that achieved by the SPC-DEG in Chapter 4.  

The work curves for each of the 14 cycles required by the integrated SPC to reach 2kV are 

shown in Figure 6-6a.  The green plot is the force-displacement curve when the hub was driven 

from a negative to positive displacement and the blue plot is this relationship during the return 

stroke.  The work curve for the stroke that generated the most electrical energy is indicated with 

the dashed red line. The work curves from the other 13 cycles are plotted in the green and blue 

curves.  This illustrates that the work curve does not significantly change when electrical energy 

production increases, because the viscoelasticity induced mechanical losses are large compared 
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to the harvested energy.  As demonstrated in Figure 6-6b the generated energy increases with the 

priming voltage and the maximum energy corresponds to the final cycle where the initial DEG 

voltage is highest.  Figure 6-6c shows that the efficiency follows the same trend; this is because 

the mechanical system is the primary source of losses. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

 

(c) 

Figure 6-6:  Work curves for the integrated 

SPC for all 14 cycles when boosting its 

voltage from 10V to 2kV (a) and the energy 

production (b) and efficiency (c) for each of 

these cycles versus the DEG voltage at the 

start of the cycle. 

 

 

 

6.2. Towards soft DEG systems with integrated priming circuitry 

As demonstrated in Figure 6-3, the function of the diodes in an integrated SPC-DEG is to control 

the charge transfer between the DEG.  They toggle the DEG pair to a series configuration when 

it is stretched and charged.  After the stretch is relaxed, the diodes toggle the pair to a parallel 
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configuration so that the charge is boosted before it is available for transfer to the other DEG 

pair.  The diodes simply allow current to flow along one path when one diaphragm is stretched, 

and along an alternative path when that diaphragm is relaxed and the other is stretched.  This 

means that the diodes can be replaced by switches that are toggled at the appropriate time.  Since 

this timing is dependent on the material stretch state, the diodes can be replaced by stretch 

dependent switches coupled to the DEG.   

 

In this section we produce a proof of concept integrated SPC-DEG system that uses Dielectric 

Elastomer Switches (DES) to control current flow.  DES consist of piezoresistive electrodes 

fabricated directly onto a highly stretchable dielectric elastomer membrane.  They exhibit very 

large changes in resistance with stretch.  O’Brien et al. first presented the concept [84] and 

characterized M-shaped DES as illustrated in Figure 6-7 [120].  These DES had a resistance of 

several MΩ in their rest state, which increased to several GΩ when the hub was displaced so that 

they were stretched to approximately 1.4 times their original length [120].   

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6-7:  DES applied to a VHB4905 diaphragm for characterisation by O'Brien et al. 

(a), and a plot of DES resistance versus approximate radial stretch ratio (b).  Images taken 

with permission from O'Brien [120]. 
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In this thesis the DES material developed by O’Brien was used.  The material consisted of 5 

parts (by weight) Molykote 43G non-conductive grease and 1 part Cabot Vulcan XC72 carbon 

black [120].  DES were fabricated onto the DE membrane using a size zero soft taper point 

colour shaper. 

 

By using DES as a switching technology, DEG systems can be produced that maintain the 

advantages of high flexibility, softness, low mass, low volume, low cost, and low component 

count at the system level.  The goal of this prototype is to prove that a soft self-priming DEG 

system can be produced using DES.  

 

6.2.1. Reducing the voltage swing required for charge pumping 

The current DES technology does not provide switching with an ideal “on-off” digital response.  

As illustrated in Figure 6-7, the resistance gradually increases with stretch.  This non-ideal 

switching creates losses that reduce the DEG voltage swing.  An SPC that requires a smaller 

voltage swing is more tolerant to such losses.  A single stage integrated SPC-DEG system is 

described in this subsection that requires a smaller voltage swing than the system described in 

section 6.1. 

 

The system in section 6.1 consisted of two identical integrated SPC connected in parallel and 

operating 180o out of phase.  The double SPC configuration boosts system charge twice in one 

cycle but in the single stage case, it requires the voltage of the relaxed DEG to exceed twice that 

of the stretched DEG.  This is because the relaxed and stretched DEG pairs take on a parallel and 

series configuration, respectively.  The required voltage swing (and therefore capacitance swing) 

could be reduced by using higher order SPC, or alternatively a single SPC configuration could be 

used where an integrated SPC-DEG is placed in parallel with a DEG.  A single stage, single SPC 

integrated SPC-DEG system is illustrated in Figure 6-8.  The first reason that the required 

voltage swing is reduced in this example is that the voltage of the relaxed DEG pair 1 only needs 

to exceed that of the stretched DEG 2 for charge to transfer from the integrated SPC to DEG 2.  

Secondly, when DEG 2 is relaxed, its energy is not toggled into a high charge, lower voltage 

form before a portion can be transferred back to the integrated SPC.   The paths through which 
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the diodes allow current to flow in the single SPC, integrated system are highlighted with red the 

arrows in Figure 6-9.   

 

 
Figure 6-8:  A single stage, single SPC integrated SPC-DEG system. 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6-9:  Schematic highlighting current flow in a single SPC, integrated SPC-DEG 

system.  When DEG 2 is stretched and DEG pair 1 relaxed, the pair takes on a parallel 

form and transfers charge to DEG 2 (a).  When the deformation is reversed, current flows 

from DEG 2 to the DEG 1 pair which takes on a series form (b). 

 

The system illustrated in Figure 6-8 was simulated in an LT-Spice electrical domain model.  An 

initial priming voltage of 10V was applied to the 110mm outer diameter, 90mm inner diameter 

DEG which took on the configuration given in Figure 6-1.  The simulated DEG was sinusoidally 

displaced 19mm at 1Hz.   

 

Characteristic waveforms of the voltage across DEG2, and the current through Q1 and Q3 are 

given in Figure 6-10.  During the first 0.5 seconds DEG2 was relaxed while DEG pair 1 was 

stretched.  The voltage of DEG2 exceeds the DEG pair 1 voltage in their series configuration at 
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approximately 0.17 seconds and current begins to conduct through Q3 transferring charge from 

DEG2 to DEG pair 1.   At approximately 0.25 seconds DEG pair 1 sinks more electrical energy 

in actuator mode than DEG2 creates in generator mode and the system voltage decreases.  

During the final 0.5 seconds DEG2 was stretched while DEG pair 1 was relaxed.  From 0.5 

seconds to 0.67 seconds the system operates in the dead zone where no current flows between 

the DEG pair and DEG2, during this period DEG2 operates in actuator mode and its voltage 

drops.   The voltage of the DEG pair in the parallel configuration exceeds that of DEG2 at 0.67 

seconds and current flows through Q1 and Q2 transferring charge to DEG2 from DEG pair 1, 

and this increases the voltage of DEG2.  At approximately 0.8 seconds DEG2 sinks more 

electrical energy in actuator mode than that transferred to it from DEG pair 1 and the system 

voltage decreases.   

 

 
Figure 6-10:  Output voltage of DEG2 and rectified forward current through diodes Q1 and 

Q2 (with reference to Figure 6-8) for a single cycle of a single SPC integrated SPC-DEG. 
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The single SPC integrated SPC-DEG system does not voltage boost as rapidly as the double SPC 

variation.  This is because the double SPC version requires a larger voltage swing before charge 

is transferred from DEG pair 1 to DEG pair 2 and because it has two charge pumps operating 

180o out of phase, it utilizes both voltage peaks to increase system charge. 

 
6.2.2. Soft DEG fabrication 

A schematic of the soft DEG electrical system is given in Figure 6-11.  The soft system consists 

of an integrated DEG pair (DEG1A and DEG1B) with three DES (Q1, Q2, and Q3), connected in 

parallel with DEG2 which is stretched 180o out of phase with DEG pair 1.   

 

 

Figure 6-11:  The equivalent circuit of the soft self-priming DEG system. 

 

The physical layout of the system is given in Figure 6-12.  The two membranes were fixed 

together with the same configuration as that illustrated in Figure 6-1, but 70mm inner hub 

diameters were used and the outer frames had a separation of 41mm.  Using a smaller inner hub 

provided a large membrane area for hand painting the M-shaped DES onto the membrane with 

sufficient accuracy.  The two DES labelled Q1 and Q2 were fabricated on the membrane 

containing DEG pair 1 so that they conduct when the pair is relaxed, placing it electrically in 

parallel.  When the pair is stretched Q1 and Q2 do not conduct current.  The third DES labelled 

Q3 was applied to the same membrane as DEG 2 so that it conducted current when this 

membrane was relaxed, toggling the integrated SPC into a series configuration.  Photographs of 

the two soft DEG system membranes before assembly are shown in Figure 6-13, the assembled 

system is pictured in Figure 6-14. 
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Figure 6-12:  The physical layout of the soft DEG system. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6-13:  The two DEG membranes from the soft DEG system consisting of DEG pair 1 

(a) and DEG 2 (b). 
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Figure 6-14:  The assembled soft DEG system with DEG pair 1 at the front. 

 

6.2.3. Soft DEG demonstration 

The soft DEG was substituted for the integrated SPC-DEG into the experimental platform 

described in Figure 6-3.  It was initially primed at 30V and was deformed sinusoidally at an 

amplitude of 41mm and frequency of 4Hz using the Copley Motions Servo Tube and the 

LabVIEW program “DEG_Experiment_v6.vi”.  A plot of the output voltage versus time is given 

in Figure 6-15a, demonstrating the system’s ability to voltage boost.  A snap-shot of four cycles 

is given in Figure 6-15b, with each cycle demonstrating the two voltage peaks that were a 

characteristic of the voltage waveform of the single SPC integrated SPC-DEG in the electrical 

domain model (See Figure 6-10).   Another feature of note is that the system voltage boosted up 

to a peak voltage near 1400V where it reached a steady state.  This was investigated using the 

electrical domain model “Soft_DEG.asc” which is given in Appendix G.  Hub displacement 

dependent variable resistor models were incorporated into this electrical domain model to 

simulate the DES.  It was found that this steady state behaviour could be achieved by decreasing 

the resistance of the DES as the system voltage climbed, therefore it could be that the switches 
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were degraded during the experiment or their resistance was voltage dependent.  Shimoni et al. 

observed voltage dependent conductivity of Vulcan XC72 carbon black based composites near 

the percolation threshold [121], so this is plausible.   

 

The performance of the soft DEG varied when tests were repeated, so it is clear that the switches 

underwent some form of degradation.  DES have not previously been characterized at 

frequencies as high as 4 Hz, with a frequency of 2.5Hz being the highest recorded [84].  Thus, it 

is possible that this degradation is mechanically induced.  Because of this variability of 

performance a detailed experimental analysis was not carried out.  This study does however 

prove that DES integrated SPC could be used to produce soft, lightweight, cheap, flexible DEG 

systems. 

 

(a) (b) 
 
Figure 6-15:  The output voltage of the soft DEG system versus time when cycled at an 

amplitude of 41mm at 4Hz over the entire time span of the experiment (a), and a sample of 

four cycles (b). 

 

6.3. Discussion 

The literature search in Chapter 2 revealed that DEG haven’t previously realised their potential 

for flexibility, softness, low mass, low bulk, low cost, and simplicity because of their 

requirement for external electronics.  The first system presented in this chapter eliminated the 
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need for an external supply of high voltage energy by using the inherent capacitance of DEG as 

the system’s priming charge reservoir.  This system achieved an impressive energy density of 

12.6mJ/g and rapidly boosted the voltage from 30V to 2kV in less than 15 cycles.  The only 

components external to the dielectric elastomer membrane in this system were six diodes.  The 

second system replaced diodes with DES, a stretchable switching technology that was applied to 

the dielectric elastomer membrane eliminating all external, non-flexible electronics.  The 

behaviour of the DES were not consistent, so no effort was made to perform a detailed analysis 

of the soft DEG system.  However, the integrated system containing diodes provides insight into 

its potential performance with further developments of DES technology.  For instance, the diodes 

approximate ideal DES electrical behaviour, so a system energy density of 12.6mJ/g, with no 

external electronics is feasible with improved DES technology. 

 

Pelrine et al. stated that the cost of DEG electronics may be a significant disadvantage for small 

scale applications because of the unique operation at high voltages and low currents [31].  The 

soft DEG with integrated DES electronics presented here is potentially very low cost and the 

integrated electronics could possess similar scaling laws to that of DEG.  The soft DEG system 

simply consists of carbon powder mixed with silicone deposited on a flexible polymer, all cheap 

materials that could be used in cost effective scalable manufacturing processes such as inkjet or 

3D printing [85, 122].   

 

It should be noted though that these systems do require an initial source of charge and in this 

chapter they were primed to 30V using a laboratory power supply.  The hand pumped DEG 

demonstrated in Chapter 5 used a solar array to provide initial charges, and in a future 

development a hybrid soft DEG/PVDF system could be developed where stretching of the 

piezoelectric PVDF provides the initial priming charges to the DEG if its reservoir is depleted.  

An alternative hybrid technology may be a soft DEG/dielectric paper generator.  Dielectric paper 

is a relatively new technology that produces electrical energy when stretched through a 

combination of piezoelectric coupling and ionic migration and can be deformed up to 300% 

strain.  The current dielectric paper technology is anticipated to be limited to very low energy 

densities for energy harvesting [15, 123], but this may not be an issue if its only function is to 

provide a small initial priming charge.   
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The diaphragm DEG used in this thesis have a rigid outer frame and inner hub. This means that 

the mechanical system did not possess low mass, low bulk and high flexibility of the electrical 

systems.  The development of DEG electrical systems with these attributes was considered the 

major research challenge, and therefore formed the focus of this thesis.  The development of soft 

generator mechanical configurations is a future development that will leverage on the FEA 

model described in Chapters 3 and 5 of this thesis. 

 
As observed in Figure 6-15 the output of the soft DEG climbed up to a peak voltage of 

approximately 1400V where it reached a steady state.  This may be a result of damage to the 

DES either due to mechanical stress or maybe spark erosion at high voltages.  Soft DEG will 

benefit greatly from further developments of the DES technology which was first invented in 

2010 [84, 120].  O’Brien identified ion implantation, carbon nanotubes, and quantum tunnelling 

composites as technologies that could be used to produce more reliable DES [120]. 

 
The possible DES charge control strategies are not limited to self-priming systems.  Appendix H, 

demonstrates the possible soft DEG equivalent to two alternative DEG priming circuits.  This 

demonstrates that the contributions of this chapter are not limited to improving self-priming 

DEG systems, but has implications for the wider DEG technology. 

 

An advantage of developing DEG systems with integrated DES is that it opens up the possibility 

of integrating complex control onto the dielectric elastomer membrane.  O’Brien et al. 

experimentally demonstrated DES oscillators and NAND gates, the fundamental building blocks 

required for computation [84].  One could also imagine an array of thousands of kelp-like soft 

DEG each with their own local control electronics integrated onto their membrane, all supplying 

energy to a large centralized storage reservoir and regulator circuitry.  The distribution of the 

control electronics onto the membrane using DES would greatly reduce the complexity of the 

centralized electronics required to control the array.  Another possible application is the use of 

DES to control regulator circuitry, for instance Pelrine et al. described a regulator circuit that 

consisted of a charge pump for voltage step down and microprocessor controlled switches for 

regulating charge transfer to a battery [48].  The soft DEG demonstrated here are essentially 

charge pumps consisting of switches and with DES computation on the horizon, such a system 
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could be implemented in soft DES logic.  Thus it is perceivable that a soft DEG system complete 

with regulation circuitry will be developed in the future. 

 

The integrated DEG systems open up new horizons for portable DEG.  Pelrine et al. produced 

DEG shoe inserts that generated electricity from the heel’s impact energy when walking [31], 

demonstrating the potential of human motion as a source of electrical power for wearable 

devices.  Since the systems presented in this chapter do not require a rigid, bulky external 

priming source, they present an opportunity to produce generators that can be comfortably 

interfaced with the human body or robots made from soft materials. 

 

These systems show particular promise for wearable systems where the priming circuit must be 

carried along with the DEG.  Reducing the priming circuit mass and bulk can be as important as 

the same reductions in the DEG.  As stated in the introduction of this thesis Donelin et al. 

developed an electromagnetic energy harvester that scavenged energy from the human gate with 

a mass that cost 59W of metabolic energy to carry, but only required an additional expenditure of 

5W to harvest 4.8W [10].  The systems presented in this chapter provide an opportunity to 

produce a light weight wearable energy scavenger reducing the metabolic cost of carrying the 

device well below 59W. 

 

6.4. Chapter summary 

The major technical goal of this thesis was to eliminate the requirement of DEG systems for 

relatively bulky, heavy, rigid and expensive external circuitry.  Two DEG systems were 

presented in this chapter that contributed to this goal.  The first system consisting of two pairs of 

DEG eliminated the need for an external priming energy reservoir by storing the priming energy 

within the system’s DEG, but it still required external diodes for controlling the charge state of 

each DEG in the system.  The DEG charge states were controlled in the second system using 

DES, a stretchable switching technology, so it did not require any external electronics. 

 

The ability of both systems to voltage boost was experimentally demonstrated.  The first system 

illustrated the potential of these integrated SPC-DEG systems for high energy density and rapid 
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voltage boosting.  An energy density of 12.6mJ/g was measured which is highly competitive 

with estimates for piezoelectric, electrostatic, and electromagnetic generators of a similar size 

[12], and the system voltage was boosted from 30V to 2kV in 14.1 strokes. 

 

The soft DEG concept is not limited to self-priming systems.  Two alternative systems were 

proposed and could be used in large distributed arrays of generators with the flexible DES 

electronics providing local control of their charge state, simplifying centralised control of such 

arrays. 
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7  
Conclusions 

This thesis has advanced the state of the art of DEG technology, particularly where it comes to 

its potential for low mass and cost, portability and simplicity.  The development of suitable DEG 

electrical systems and tools for their modelling and optimization were considered the major 

research challenges, and therefore were the focus of this thesis.  The thesis is briefly summarised 

in this chapter, and then its major contributions and their applications are outlined, and potential 

future developments are discussed.  The chapter concludes with a list of publications generated 

by this work. 

 

7.1. Thesis summary 

DEG are a technology that has the potential to enable energy harvesting from currently unviable 

sources because they can operate efficiently over a wide frequency range, are cheap to produce, 

exhibit high energy densities, and can be coupled directly to large rectilinear motions.  The 

literature search in Chapters 1 and 2 identified the following lacunae for DEG to become a truly 

attractive technology for environmental energy harvesting: 1) simulation tools to assist the 

engineering of DEG systems; 2) a DEG electrical system that could autonomously operate over a 

wide range of operating conditions; 3) low cost, low mass, highly stretchable and simple DEG 

electronics; and 4) experimental data from explicitly described DEG systems. 

 

The remainder of this thesis addressed these issues.  Dynamic system level models of the DEG 

electro-mechanical systems were developed in Chapter 3.  These models were analytically 

verified and experimentally validated using a diaphragm DEG with a simple circuit that 

produced a fixed charge DEG cycle. The system level models were further validated in Chapter 5 

using a self-priming system. 
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The generalized self-priming circuit (SPC) was presented in Chapter 4.  Self-priming systems 

have the ability to boost their voltage from consumer battery levels up to kilovolt levels by the 

accumulation of generated energy.  This circuit enables SPC to be designed that can replenish 

charge losses in the presence of much smaller DEG capacitance changes than previously 

possible.  The optimization of this generalized SPC and the resulting improvements in voltage 

boosting and DEG energy production are described in Chapter 5.  General design rules were 

developed for optimizing SPC for these goals and a hand pumped diaphragm DEG SPC system 

was optimized for voltage boosting, demonstrating superior performance. 

 

A novel way of integrating most of the self-priming system into the DEG itself was introduced in 

Chapter 6.  These systems used the inherent capacitance of DEG to store priming charges and 

therefore eliminated the need for much of the external circuitry.  In fact, a second system was 

experimentally demonstrated in Chapter 6 that did not require any electronics external to the 

DEG membrane.  A highly flexible switching technology that can be fabricated directly onto the 

dielectric elastomer membrane, called Dielectric Elastomer Switches (DES), was shown to be 

able to control the charge state of the DEG. 

 

7.2. Thesis contributions 

This thesis provides important developments of DEG technology for harvesting energy from 

previously unviable sources.  It was found that there was a lack of design tools for the 

development of complex DEG geometries operating with a wide range of electrical systems.  

Experimental studies with explicitly described DEG configurations and priming circuits were 

rare [57].  Also, the bulk and expense of external electronics and a general requirement for grid 

connection or periodic recharging of the priming reservoir inhibited the scalability and 

portability of DEG [31, 83].  The advancements described in this thesis are summarised below.  

 

SPC systems requiring no external priming energy source were demonstrated.  In their fully 

developed form, these systems do not require any external electronics, enabling truly soft, 

stretchable, and low mass DEG systems.  A comparison of the size of the priming systems 

used in this thesis is given in Figure 7-1, illustrating the evolution from a circuit requiring a 
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mains supplied external high voltage source and high voltage diode, through to the SPC 

consisting of a number of capacitors and diodes, and then to the integrated system that only 

required six external diodes.  The final stage would be an empty box to represent the soft DEG 

system that required no external or rigid components.  This size reduction illustrates the 

contribution of this work towards DEG systems with greater portability and reduced component 

count. 

 

 

Figure 7-1:  The external electronics required for each DEG system used in this thesis.  

Note that the solar array is not included for the systems from Chapters 5 and 6 because 

they are capable of operating indefinitely after an initial charge is supplied if regularly 

cycled. 

 

A general form of the self-priming circuit was presented, which enabled the design of self-

priming circuits that can be used in a wider range of DEG designs than previously possible.  

Since harvested energy can be used to replenish charge losses and boost the system voltage, self-
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priming DEG systems do not require a high voltage source of charge or an onboard high voltage 

transformer to boost the system voltage up to kilovolt levels where DEG energy production is 

highest.  This enables low cost, autonomous electrical systems that are less bulky than those 

traditionally used in DEG systems. 

 

Validated system level DEG models for use as general design tools were developed.  FEA 

was used to simulate the complex electromechanical behaviour of a DEG and this behaviour was 

integrated into an electrical domain and lumped multiphysics model.  These models were 

experimentally validated, and general design rules for improved SPC-DEG performance 

including optimal energy production and rapid voltage boosting were developed using the 

lumped multiphysics model.  

 

Four DEG systems were experimentally tested, providing experimental data from fully 

described DEG systems, including details of the DEG configuration and priming circuits 

sufficient for replication by others.   

 

7.3. Applicability of priming systems 

To illustrate the design space of the systems developed in this thesis, the applicability of three 

general priming circuit configurations for large and small scale power generation are considered.  

The self-priming circuits developed in this thesis are compared with a hypothetical grid-tied 

system that provides complex control of the DEG charge state, pushing it close to its failure 

limits so that energy production is maximized.  It is expected that such a system could harvest 

more energy than a self-priming system from a given DEG at the cost of higher complexity, 

mass, and cost.  Because the relative capacitance of the external SPC and the DEG can be 

tailored, this system provides more degrees of freedom for maximizing the energy production 

from a given DEG when compared to integrated SPC systems.  However, when the mass of the 

priming circuit is considered, the integrated systems may achieve superior energy densities and 

they do not require rigid, relatively bulky external electronics.  In summary, moving from the 

grid-tied to external SPC to the integrated SPC, the priming systems become less complex, 

cheaper, and require less external mass at the expense of less sophisticated control. 
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7.4. Future work 

This thesis has advanced Dielectric Elastomer Generator (DEG) technology so that it is more 

capable of fulfilling its potential for flexibility, low cost, low mass, portability, and simplicity.  

This provides the foundation for the development of devices for harvesting energy from a wide 

range of sources.  Further developments that could build on this foundation are discussed below. 

 

Soft DEG will benefit greatly from further developments of the DES technology that was first 

invented in 2010 [84, 120].  O’Brien identified ion implantation, carbon nanotubes, and quantum 

tunnelling composites as technologies that could be used to produce more reliable DES [120].  

The development of improved manufacturing processes will also lead to DES with more 

consistent performance. 

 

Self-priming DEG systems do not require an external supply of high voltage charge, but they do 

require an initial charge.  If they have long periods without mechanical energy input, the 

electrical load and losses may drain the system charge and the system may require initial priming 

again.  It is therefore desirable to include a secondary source for initial priming.  In systems that 

supply DEG energy to secondary batteries, the stored energy from the batteries could be used.  

Alternatively, hybrid soft DEG/PVDF, DEG/dielectric paper, DEG/flexible solar cell systems 

could be developed where solar conversion or stretching of the piezoelectric PVDF or dielectric 

paper provides the initial priming charges to the DEG if its reservoir is depleted.   

 

The mechanism of the integrated DEG in this thesis use antagonistic pairs because they require 

out of phase switching so that current was allowed to flow along different paths when the DEG 

were stretched and relaxed.  Instead of using an antagonistic pair, structures with inhomogeneous 

deformations or large Poisson’s effect could be utilized.  For instance, if a band is uniaxially 

stretched it will neck-in, and a switch could be included that is toggled by compression in the 

transverse direction, while another switch could be coupled to the axial stretch so that it conducts 

when the deformation is relaxed.  Another arrangement could be a bending mode generator.  

When bent, a relatively thick structure is compressed on one side as the other is stretched. 
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The models and optimizations described in Chapters 3 and 5 of this thesis only consider ideal 

DEG and ideal electrical systems.  These models provided great utility as design tools, but a 

greater understanding of DEG mechanisms could be achieved if factors such as viscoelasticity, 

charge leakage through the DEG membrane, diode reverse charge leakage, diode voltage drop, 

variable DEG electrode resistance, and DEG failure analysis were considered.  A greater 

understanding of SPC systems could also be gained by producing an analytical model of SPC 

DEG systems to provide further insight into why the design rules for voltage boosting and 

energy production found in Chapter 5 were optimal. 

 

The optimization in Chapter 5 revealed that a generalized SPC, capable of taking on non-integer 

orders is required to obtain optimal performance from a wider range of operating conditions.  A 

case study was carried out to design an SPC for optimal diaphragm DEG energy density, if a 

toggling ratio of 3.75 was used , the energy density was predicted to rise to 347mJ/cm3 which is 

highly competitive with electromagnetic generators [12]. 

 

The integrated DEG demonstrated the potential to provide a system level energy density of 

12.6mJ/cm3 at a scale of approximately 1cm3.  This is highly competitive with piezoelectric and 

electromagnetic alternatives at that scale [12], enhancing the future prospects for small scale 

DEG device development. 
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8  
Appendices 

 
 
Appendix A:  Derivations of fundamental equations describing the mechanism of simple 

electromagnetic generators and DEG. 

 

Appendix B:  The MATLAB function used for fitting a  polynomial model to an FEA 

derived relationship between the diaphragm DEG capacitance, voltage and stroke. 

 

Appendix C:  The Capacitance sensor used for experimentally validating the FEA model. 

 

Appendix D:  Simulink schematics of the SPC-DEG lumped multiphysics model. 

 

Appendix E:  MATLAB scripts for optimization of SPC  using the lumped multiphysics 

model. 

 

Appendix F:  LT-Spice Schematics of the integrated SPC electrical domain model. 

 

Appendix G:  LT-Spice schematics of the soft integrated SPC electrical domain model. 

 

Appendix H:  Alternative soft-DEG concepts. 

 

Appendix I:  A description of the supplementary videos. 
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Appendix A 
In this appendix equations describing the fundamental mechanisms of electromagnetic and 

dielectric elastomer power generation are developed.  These equations demonstrate that the 

energy production of an electromagnetic generator is fundamentally dependent on the speed at 

which it is actuated, whereas the DEG mechanism is only displacement dependent.  Furthermore, 

it is demonstrated that the fundamental mechanism is scale invariant.  This illustrates that DEG 

technology opens a new design space for directly coupling to variable frequency sources with 

unprecedented simplicity. 

 

In chapter 1, it was noted that the energy output of electromagnetic generators is highly velocity 

dependent and that they are not ideal for directly harvesting from sources that produce low 

frequency mechanical excitations.  Thus, there is a need for an alternative energy harvesting 

technology that is more suitable for harvesting from broadband sources.  The limitations of 

electromagnetic generator are highlighted in this appendix and then the fundamental mechanism 

of DEG energy production is described to demonstrate their potential for environmental energy 

scavenging.  This description also introduces important material parameters and control 

considerations that influence DEG performance. 

 

To demonstrate the fundamental mechanism of electromagnetic generators, we consider a 

conductor of length l that induces a voltage (Vemf) by moving through a uniform magnetic field 

with a flux density, B at a constant velocity ds/dt according to equation 8-1. 

 
dt

ds
BlVemf =  8-1 

The current through the conductor (icond) can be calculated using equation 8-2 where Rtot is the 

sum of the conductor and load resistances.  The generated energy (Ucond) can be calculated using 

the power integral given in equation 8-3. 

 
dt

ds

R

Bl
i

tot
cond =  8-2 
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Since the velocity is constant, equation 8-3 can be simplified to that given in equation 8-4.  

 
dt

ds

R

slB
U

tot
cond

22

=  8-4 

Equation 8-4 demonstrates that the energy produced by an ideal electromagnetic generator 

increases with the velocity of the stroke, so they do not perform well at low speeds. 

 

For comparison, we describe the fundamental mechanism by which DEG transduce energy.  As 

discussed in chapter 1, DEG convert mechanical energy to electrical when the deformation of a 

stretched charged DEG is relaxed.    Dielectric elastomers are typically incompressible, so any 

increase in membrane area is coupled to a reduction in thickness or vice versa and the area 

stretch and proportional thickness reduction can be related by equation 8-5.  Following the 

notation given in Figure 8-1, equation 8-6 gives us an expression for the electrostatic energy (U) 

stored on the DEG and equations 8-7 and 8-8 are the capacitance (C) of the stretched and relaxed 

DEG, respectively. 

 

 
Figure 8-1:  Conventions used to describe the stretched (left) and relaxed (right) DEG.  A0 

is the original electroded area and d0 is the original thickness.  The area stretch, λarea, refers 

to the proportional change in area.  C1 is the capacitance of the stretched DEG and C2 the 

capacitance of the relaxed DEG. 
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Here we will consider a charged constrained DEG so that Q1=Q2, Q=CV, therefore C1V1=C2V2.  

This allows us to relate the bias voltage, V1, to the generated voltage, V2, using equation 8-9. 

 1
2

1
2

1
2 VV

C

C
V areaλ==  8-9 

By substituting equation 8-7 into 8-6 we get an expression for the electrostatic energy of the 

stretched DEG, U1, with the bias voltage applied. 
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We obtain an expression for the electrostatic energy in the DEG after converting the mechanical 

energy, U2 by substituting equations 8-8 and 8-9 into equation 8-6. 

 
0

2
1

4
00

2 2d

VA
U arear λεε=  8-11 

And the energy generated in one stroke of a DEG is the change in electrostatic energy when it is 

relaxed from configuration 1 to configuration 2, this is given in equation 8-12. 
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Equation 8-9 highlights that as the DEG deformation is relaxed the increase in voltage is 

proportional to the reduction in area stretch squared, whereas equation 8-5 demonstrates that the 

increase in thickness of the DEG varies linearly with area stretch reduction.  This means that 

during the fixed charge cycle, the electric field across the DEG reaches its maximum when it is 

fully relaxed.  If the maximum electric field is the breakdown strength (Eb) of the DEG, then the 
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maximum energy that can be produced from a given deformation can be determined.  Equation 

8-13 relates the breakdown strength to the generated voltage (V2max).  

 02 dEV bMax =  8-13 

Equation 8-9 is subbed into equation 8-13 to determine the priming voltage (V1max) required for 

the DEG to reach its breakdown field when it is relaxed.  And the energy generated in one stroke 

is rewritten in equation 8-15 with respect to the breakdown field. 
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Equation 8-15 highlights that the fundamental mechanism of DEG energy production is not 

velocity dependent.  The energy generated in a stroke is dependent on the magnitude of the DEG 

deformation.  Therefore this technology shows considerable promise for harvesting energy from 

environmental sources with highly variable excitation frequencies.  This equation also 

demonstrates that this mechanism is scale invariant, meaning that the amount of energy possibly 

generated from a given area stretch will scale linearly with both the thickness and area of the 

DEG.  If we divide equation 8-15 through by the volume of the DEG (A0d0) we get an expression 

for its energy density.  By considering the case where the area stretch is large, we can assume 

that the priming energy is infinitesimal and obtain a first order approximation of the energy 

density (u).  This approximation is given in equation 8-16 which is identical to the expression 

used in chapter 1. 
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2
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Appendix B 
% GetFunction.m  
% Written by Thomas McKay  
% This script is uses pseudo-inverse linear regress ion to fit the FEA  
% capacitance versus displacement and voltage data to a simplified model  
% suitable for integration into LT-Spice and Simuli nk models. 
 
clc  
clear all  
% er and e0 are the dielectric constant and permitt ivity of free space,  
% respectively.  
er=4;  
e0=8.85418782E-12;  
% Load FEA hub displacement (disp0.dat) and integra tion point volume  
% (ivol0.dat) data.  
load ivol0.dat  
load disp0.dat  
VOLC=ivol0(:,2:size(ivol0,2));  
DISP=disp0(:,2:size(disp0,2));  
  
Vmat=[];  
Cmat=[];  
Dispmat=[];  
% Find the capacitance versus displacement profiles  for DE voltages ranging  
% from 0 to 2.5kV in 500V steps.  
for  i = 0:500:2500  
    % Load FEA thickness data.  
    t=[ 'thick' ,num2str(i), '.dat' ];  
    thick = load(t);  
    THICKC=thick(:,2:size(thick,2));  
     
    % Calculate modelled capacitance  
    CapC=er*e0*VOLC./(THICKC.^2);  
    % Only a quarted diaphragm was modelled, so multipl y by 4.  
    % Also the FEA units were in microFarads, so multip ly by 1000 to get nF.  
    C_C = sum(CapC,2)*1e3*4;  
  
    % Store the current voltage in a matrix.  
    Vmat=[Vmat;i*ones(length(C_C)-2,1)];  
    % Store the capacitance and diplacement profiles in  matrices.  
    Cmat=[Cmat;C_C(3:length(C_C))];  
    Dispmat=[Dispmat;DISP(3:length(C_C))/1000];  
end  
  
% Input gives the form of the model in this case th e model is a polynomial  
% that is dependent on a constant, Displacement^2, Displacement, and V.  
Input = [ones(length(Dispmat),1) Dispmat.^2 Dispmat  Vmat.^2];  
% Finds the coefficients to each polynomial term us ing pseudoinverse linear  
% regression.  
Weights = pinv(Input)*Cmat;  
% returns the capacitance values predicted by the m odel.  
PredictedValues = Input*Weights;  
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Appendix C 
The capacitance sensor was described by Gisby et al. [108].  The sensor, illustrated in Figure 8-2 

charged and discharged the DEG using a 20V peak to peak triangle voltage waveform at 0.8Hz 

(Vin(t)).  The charging current (i(t)) was found by measuring the voltage across the sensing 

resistor (R).  A custom LabVIEW program controlled the sensor and acquired the output data.  

Equation 8-18 was used to calculate the capacitance. 

 

R

V
ti o=)(

 

Figure 8-2:  Capacitance sensing circuit. 

 
The current through a capacitor can be described using the differential equation given below: 
 

 
dt

dC
V

dt

dV
Cti in

in +=)(  8-17 

 
If we assume that the capacitance does not change during the period in which it is measured, the 
second term of equation 8-17 can be set to zero, and the equation can be rearranged to determine 
the capacitance (equation 8-18). 
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C
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Appendix D 
The system level model is given in Figure 8-3.  The model has five inputs and one output as 

listed below: 

 

Inputs: 

1. Initial system Voltage (Vi) 

2. SPC proportional constant (Ratio) 

3. SPC high charge form capacitance (CHC) 

4. Variable capacitance profile (Variable C) 

5. Initial Capacitance (Ci) 

Outputs: 

1. DEG Voltage (V) 

The system consists of three major blocks, the DEG, SPC and mode selection/SPC voltage 

block.  The block given in Figure 8-4 simulates the DEG behaviour and the equivalent high 

charge form SPC voltage is modelled using the block given in Figure 8-5.  The mode selection 

block is a state machine that determines the mode that the SPC operates in (High charge, high 

voltage, or dead-zone) and the SPC voltage depending on the relative voltage of the SPC and 

DEG using the state Table 5-1 from Chapter 5 this block is illustrated in Figure 8-6.   
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Figure 8-3:  Simulink SPC-DEG system level model 

 
 

 
Figure 8-4:  Simulink DEG model 
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Figure 8-5:  Simulink SPC model.  When the SPC receives current in the high voltage mode 

the current is multiplied by the proportional constant and the voltage is divided by the 

proportional constant so that the equivalent high charge form values are monitored. 

 

 
Figure 8-6:  Simulink mode selection block.  This block compares the voltages of the DEG 

with that of the high voltage and high charge DEG forms and determines if the system is in 

the dead-zone, high charge, or high voltage zone and sets the SPC voltage and mode 

accordingly.  
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Appendix E 
E.1 MATLAB script calling fminsearch for optimization of SPC 
 
% optimalSPCtrends.m  
% Written by Thomas McKay  
% This function calculates the optimal SPC proporti onal constant and high  
% charge form capacitance for voltage boosting from  a range of DEG  
% capacitance profiles and compares these optima wi th those determined  
% using the design rules given in equations 5.7 and  5.8 in Chapter 5 of  
% the thesis.  
  
clc  
clear all  
close all  
  
for  k = 1:10  
        % The capacitance profile entered to the Simulink m odel is a  
        % sinusoidal profile between to (30-1000*cap)nF to  
        % (30+1000*cap)nF.  
        cap(k)=k*2e-3;  
        % ratio and C are the initial guesses for the optim al proportional  
        % constant and SPC high charge form capacitance, re spectively.  
        ratio=1.1;  
        C=0.001;  
        % The fminsearch finds the minimum of the function SPCTrends_thesis 

  % which calls  
        % the simulink model and then evaluates the voltage  at the end of a 

  % single DEG cycle.  
        [x,fval] = fminsearch(@(coeff)SPCTrends_the s(coeff,cap(k)),[ratio,C])  
        soln(k,:)=[x,fval];  
end  
% Calculate the capacitance of the extended DEG for  each simulation.  
CapExtend=30e-3+cap;  
% Calculate the capacitance of the relaxed DEG for each simulation.  
Cap0=30e-3-cap;  
% Calculate the ratio between the capacitance of th e extended and relaxed  
% DEG configurations.  
CapRatio=CapExtend./Cap0;  
% Calculate the optimal proportional constant using  the design rule in  
% equation 5.8 of the thesis.  
opt_alpha=sqrt(CapRatio);  
  
% plot optimum ratio vs that determined using equat ion 5.8.  
subplot(2,1,1)  
title( 'CapExtend' )  
plot(opt_alpha,soln(:,1))  
% plot optimum capacitance vs CapExtend (optimum gi ven in equation 5.7 of  
% thesis).  
subplot(2,1,2)  
plot(CapExtend,soln(:,2), 'g' )  
title( 'CapExtend' )  
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E.2 Function called by fminsearch to evaluate the final system voltage 
 
function  Vf=SPCTrends_thes(coeff,cap)  
% SPCTrends_thesis.m  
% Written by Thomas McKay  
% This function calculates the voltage of an SPC sy stem at the end of a  
% single cycle.  
% 
% Inputs: Coeff(1) = SPC proportional constant.  
%         Coeff(2) = SPC hich charge form capacitan ce.  
%         cap = capacitance waveform offset  
% Outputs: Vf = Voltage of the system at the end of  the single cycle.  
  
% Initialise model inputs  
% t is the time used in the simulation used for tra cking the capacitance  
% waveform (0 to 0.5 seconds).  Vi is the initial v oltage (1000V).  
t=linspace(0,1/2,1000)';  
Vi=ones(1,1000)'*1000;  
  
% Capacitance waveform  
% VC is the variable capacitance waveform with an a mplitude cap and offset  
% off.  The model uses units of uF, so 30e-3 repres ents 30nF.  Ci is the  
% initial capacitance at time zero.  
Amp=cap;  
off=30e-3;  
VC=Amp*sin(4*pi*t+1.5*pi)+off;  
zer=zeros(1,1000)'*1000;  
Ci=Amp*sin(4*pi*zer+1.5*pi)+off;  
  
% calculate current inputs  
% R is the proportional constant and C the high cha rge form SPC  
% capacitance.  
R=coeff(1);  
C=coeff(2);  
Ratio=ones(1,1000)'*R;  
CHCn=ones(1,1000)'*C;  
  
% Call the Simulink model  
[tout,x,yout] = sim( 'SPC_DEG_Cin' , [0 0.5], [], [t, Vi, Ratio, CHCn, VC, 
Ci]);  
  
% Output the final voltage.  Since fminsearch finds  a minima, the negative  
% of the voltage is output.  
Vf=-yout(length(yout(:,1)),1);  
  
return  
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Appendix F 
 

 
Figure 8-7:  System level electrical domain model of an integrated DEG. 

 
Figure 8-8:  Electrical domain model of DEG pair 1. 
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Figure 8-9:  Electrical domain model of DEG pair 2. 
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Appendix G 
The system level model of the soft DEG system with integrated DES switching is given in Figure 

8-10.  The DEG were modelled in the same manner as described in section 3.2 of this thesis (see 

Figure 8-12 and Figure 8-13).  The DES were simulated using current sources which use ohms 

law to calculate the voltage and resistance dependent current (see Q1-Q2 in Figure 8-10).  The 

resistance of DES Q1 and Q2 were sinusoidally varied in phase with the displacement of DEG 

pair 1 using the resistance modifier VR, which is given on the left hand side of Figure 8-11.  The 

resistance of DES Q3 sinusoidally varied in phase with the displacement of DEG 2 using the 

resistance modifier VR2, which is given on the right hand side of Figure 8-11. 

 
Figure 8-10:  Soft DEG system level electrical domain model. 

 

 
Figure 8-11:  DES resistance modifiers. 
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Figure 8-12:  Electrical domain DEG pair 1 model. 

 

 
Figure 8-13:  Electrical domain model of DEG 2. 
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Appendix H 
Self-priming is advantageous for 

autonomous generation because an external 

high voltage source is not required.  

However, we don’t need to limit the use of 

soft integrated circuitry to SPC systems.  

For instance Brochu et al. used mechanical 

switches to control the charging and 

discharging of a DEG in the system given in 

Figure 8-14 [37].  The mechanical switch 

Q1 was closed when the DEG was fully 

stretched and the DEG was charged to a priming voltage (Vs).  When the DEG was fully relaxed 

and had transferred the strain energy to the charges on the DEG, Q2 was closed and the charge 

was transferred to the load in a high energy state (higher voltage).  An equivalent soft DEG 

system is given in Figure 8-15.  The two DEG are an antagonistic pair that forms two circuits 

equivalent to that used by Brochu et al.  Switches Q1A and Q1B correspond to Q1 in Figure 8-14 

whereas switches Q2A and Q2B correspond to Q2.  The battery is the priming supply which 

corresponds to Vs in Figure 8-14. 

 
Figure 8-14:  A DEG circuit that uses switches 

to prime the DEG (Q1) and extract energy 

(Q2) to a load at appropriate times. 
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Figure 8-15:  The flexi-DEG equivalent of a pair of mechanical switch controlled DEG 

systems as illustrated in Figure 8-14.  All of the terminals with the same net label are 

electrically connected.  

 
The system produced by Tashiro et al. for harvesting traditional electrostatic generator energy 

that recycles priming charges is reproduced in Figure 8-16 [76].  Similar to above, an 

antagonistic DEG/DES pair can be used to replicate two of these systems with soft electronics.  

The diode D1 can be replaced by a switch that conducts when the DEG is in a stretched state 

whereas D2 can be substituted for a switch that closes when the DEG is in a relaxed state.  The 

equivalent soft DEG configuration is given in Figure 8-17.  The two membranes form two 

circuits operating 180o out of phase which are equivalent to that used by Tashiro et al.  Switches 

Q1A and Q1B correspond to D1 in Figure 8-16 whereas switches Q2A and Q2B correspond to D2, 

and Cstore and Battery correspond to C2 and V0, respectively. 
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Figure 8-16:   A DEG circuit that uses diodes to conduct priming charges to the DEG (D1) 

and extract energy (D2) to a load at appropriate times.  When energy is extracted, charge is 

transferred back to the initial charge supply [76].   

 

 
Figure 8-17:  The flexi-DEG equivalent of a pair of the systems given in Figure 8-16.  All of 

the terminals with the same net label are electrically connected. 
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Appendix I 
Supplementary Videos: 
 
DEMES_DET.avi   
This video shows the output of a diaphragm DEG being used to drive a bending dielectric 
elastomer actuator.  This illustrates the conversion of the linear input motion to a bending output.  
It is therefore a demonstration of a dielectric elastomer mechanical transformer. 
 
Face_DET.avi     
This movie is another demonstration of a mechanical dielectric elastomer transformer.  The 
linear input motion is converted into an area expansion of the eyes. 
 
Optimal_handPump.avi  
This demonstrates the rate at which the optimized hand pumped system voltage boosts.  The 
spark gap arcs after 27 pumps. 
 
2Stage_handPump.avi  
This demonstrates the rate at which the sub-optimal hand pumped system voltage boosts.  The 
spark gap arcs after 37 pumps. 
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